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Gay Pride Marked With
By Beth J. Harpaz
Associated Press Writer

Coast—to—coast

year," said lesbian activist and
former White House aide Virginia
Appuzzo, one of the Heritage of
Pride Parade‘s grand marshals.
NEW YORK (AP) — Drag
"The changes have been dazzling."
queens and dignitaries shared Fifth
Supporters of Mrs. Clinton
Avenue in the always—colorful an—
shouted "You look gorgeous" and
nual Gay Pride parade known as
"We love you" as the first lady
much for its politics as its revelry.
joined the parade accompanied by
Gays also marched June 25 in
state and local officials.
parades in Seattle, San Francisco,
Mrs. Clinton marched 20 paces
Chicago and Atlanta. The Mem—
behind a man in a pink tutu and —a
phis parade and festival, however,
was rescheduled to Sat., July 15be— _ Rollerblader wearing nothing but
a thong. She gave the thumbs—up—
cause of the threat ofrain.
New York Mayor —Rudolph— sign and clapped her hands to the
disco music.
%
Giuliani and U.S. Senate candidate
"This year, because of the hate
Hillary Rodham Clinton marched
crimes bill In New York and the
in New York, but Clinton‘s new
civil—union law in Vermont, it‘s a
Republican rival, Rep. Rick Lazio,
year we can look back on and say
chose to spend the day campaign—
there‘s been some progress," she
ing upstate instead.
told reporters. "I‘m pleased to be
Political victories were cel—
here on behalf of equal rights for
ebrated as activists pointed to pas—
gays and lesbians."
sage ofa hate—crimes bill in Albany
The parade, which commemo—
and a Vermont law that allows civil
rates the 1969 uprising at the Stone—
unions between homosexuals.
_
wall Inn credited with sparking the
"It‘s a tremendously significant

Heterosexuality «..... 29

Parades

modern gay rights movement, was
led by Stonewall veterans in drag
riding behind a rainbow ofballoons
stretched across Fifth Avenue.

Joseph Garber of Brooklyn, who
held a sign that said, "Sodomy is a
crime."
San Francisco‘s 30th annual

WASHINGTON — The Human
Rights Campaign called the June
28 Supreme Court decision to al—
low the Boy Scouts of America
(BSA) to continue its ban on gay
scouts a travesty ofjustice that may
allow large, open membership
groups to be above the law and
evade state and local nondiscrimi—
nation laws.
i%
are gravely disappointed
wowith a ruling that gives the Boy
Scouts of America the ability to
discriminate with impunity," said
. W
mek,
{
L
ra
HRC Legal Director Tony Varona.
"This is a hollow victory for the
U.S. Senate candidate first lady Hillary Clinton, center, waves as she —
marches with New York City councilwoman Christine Quinn, second from
Boy Scouts of America — consid—
right, and state Sen. Tom Duane, D—Manhattan, far right, in the annual Gay
ering the wasted time, energy and
Pride parade, Sun., June 25, in New York. (AP Photo/Suzanne Plunkett)
money it has spent on maintaining
its ability to discriminate and at—
Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender
There were gay Star Trek fans,
tack young men who have served
AIDSactivists and church groups Pride Parade, replete with dancing
its organization with distinction. Is
singing gospel music. There also
"nuns," all—male cheerleading
this any way to teach youth about
were scattered protesters, including
squads and drag queens in stilet—
fairness, honesty and justice"?"
tos, attracted hundreds of thou—
By a vote of 5 to 4, the U.S. Su—
sands of revelers.
preme Court overturned the New
What began in 1970 as a mea—
Jersey Supreme Court‘s unani—
ger procession followed by an un—
Threat of Bad Weather Postpones
mous decision that the BSA‘s ban
assuming "gay—in" at Golden Gate
on gays violated the state‘s anti—
Park
has become one of
Memphis Pride Festivities
discrimination ordinance.
California‘s biggest events, and
The state‘s anti—discrimination
one of the world‘s best known cel—
Germantown and Desoto County,
Daniel Forrest.
ordinance prohibits discrimination
Special to
ebrations
of gay pride.
— According to Pride Treasurer: Miss., and intermittent showers o0c—
based .on sexual orientation in
The Triangle Journal News
The parade proceeded from the
curred
at
the
assembly
point.
Only
Tim Johnson, "Even with rain in—
"public accommodations."
By Vincent Astor
waterfront to city hall, where a
about a dozen cars and individuals
surance, the event would have been
The New Jersey court ruled that
were turned back at Overton seven—hour party awaited.
the BSA is not a private club, but
The 2000 Memphis Pride Pa— paid for but the revenues from sales
Police said the parade had pro—
Square and no spectators were in
a public accommodation givenits
rade and Festival was postponed and admissions would not have
ceeded peacefully, and knew of no
evidence
on
the
parade
route
after
size, open membership and exten—
two days before it was to take place covered rescheduling the event.
counter—demonstrations.
the scheduled start of the parade.
sive entanglement with govern—
due to the threat of bad weather. The board did not want the year
In Seattle, some 75,000 revel—
About 30 individuals gathered
2000 to be the one without any
ment agencies. In its appeal to the Intermittent hard rains and unfa—
ers joined the annual Gay Pride
in Williamson Park, despite the re—
Supreme Court, the Boy Scouts ar—
vorable forecasts during the week Pride event in Memphis; so we de—
parade in the trendy Capitol Hill
curring showers, and enjoyed Carol
gued that New Jersey‘s antidis—
prompted board members to cided to reschedule. The board was
district. The march has become the
Plunk on acoustic guitar. Plunk
crimination law infringed on its
quickly call as many participants just as disappointed as the commu—
second—largest in Washington state
will also appear at the rescheduled
nity since board members had been
First Amendment right to associa—
as possible beginning the Thursday
behind the Seafair Torchlight Pa—
festival. The evening concert by en—
tion.
before the event. Media notices and working on this event for 13
rade.
tertainer
Linda
Regan
took
place
Lambda Legal Defense and
signs were prepared and posted at months and very intensely during
In Chicago, thousands of revel—
and the N—Cognito—sponsored pic— —
the last few weeks."
Education Fund attorney Evan
the parade assembly and festival
ers
lined the streets of the city‘s
nic was held as scheduled on Sun—
The MGLCC dance took place
Wolfson arguedthe case before the
sites.
North Side for the 3 1 st annual Gay
day.‘
f
Supreme Court on April 26. HRC
"Ourvendors and entertainers as scheduled Friday evening. The
Pride parade.
f
The parade and festival have
next day, organizers ofthe rally and
helped coordinate an amicus brief
were supportive of the decision
The
parade
attracted
more
than
been rescheduled for July 15 with
on behalf of the civil—rights com—
(particularly the ownerof the main parade were on hand in Overton
200 entries, including floats, bands
local entertainers and a reduced
Square
to
inform
those
who
hadn‘t
munity.
floats) and everyone from out of
and marchers representing local
admission to the festival.
heard of the postponement. Hard
"In accepting the BSA‘s argu—
town was able to cancel travel ar—
businesses and civic groups.
rangements," said Pride chair rains were reported in Millington,
See Scouts on page 10
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Divide ahd
Conquer...NOT!—
By Jason Crockett and
Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Angela Lamb,
Community
MGLCC Board Members Meeting. Center Town Hall
Our Town Hall Meeting is
To begin, all opinions in this usually
on the first Sunday of
editorial are those ofthe authors each month,
but this month it
alone, and do not necessarily has been rescheduled
represent the opinions of Tri— modate those who willtobeaccom—
out of
angle Journal News or the town for the holiday weekend.
MGLCC as a whole, including
This will be a
the other board
members and Opinions expressed in wide meeting
the member— editorials,commentaries
which will
ship.
Angela
ive people
the :
Lamb and Ja— and letters are those of | °C...
son Crockett
the authors.
of Memphis
are the vice
an opportu—
president and secretary (respec— nity to ask questions
regarding
tively) of the Memphis Gay and the postponement ofevents,
etc.
Lesbian Community Center.
Although
the
Community
Many people are disap—
was not directly involved
pointed, upset and/or just plain Center
in
the
parade
plan—
angry regarding the weekend of ning, much ofanditsfestival
board
and
June 17. They are upset because membership were (including
they invested and/or committed ourselves). The Community
time and/or moneyinto what is Center
also invested a signifi—
probably the biggest event ofthe cant amount
money in the
year for the GLBT community. "Pride Weekendof KickoffParty,"
We werejust as disappointed as the success of which largely
everyone else when we heard depended
on the draw ofpeople
the —Pride—Parade and Festival from the next
activities.
had been postponed until July As it was, day‘s
the
Community
15th.:.However, we do not agree Center‘s party, which became
with the backlash that has been — the
only event of the weekend,
unleashed on the Pride Board suffered
because of the
for making a difficult and un— delay in greatly
Pride.
We
understand.
popular decision.
that
many
people
thought
the
Yes, we realize many people party had been cancelled, but
rearranged their schedules and that is not solely to blame for.
may have even canceled plans low attendance. Attendance
to attend the festival. However, the
was only around one—half of
we also want to point out that what
had anticipated as even
the Pride Board has not just a lowweturnout.
moved their schedules around We know many people in*~the
for a single weekend, but has community were disappointed
been working and planning for
the cancellation of the
several months to make this about
Annual
Ride, but
year‘s festivities a success. since it wasRiverboat
canceled
because
More than anyone, they can un— lack of support, boycotting,of
derstand the sacrifices made. picketing, and/or just plain not
Not only were members of
up to the "GLBT
the board responsible for plan— showing
Pride"
Party
this year pretty —
ning and successfully pulling off much guarantees
this year‘s parade and festivities, again next year. __no boat 1ride
they also had the responsibility Basically, forthe boat ride9 toC
of making the important deci— ever return, theparty in the pre—
sions. They knew more informa— vious year must be a success.
tion about what was going on This year‘s was not, so, unfor—
than anyone else, and, so,made
the MGLCC will prob— —
the decision they thought best, tunately
ably
not
able to have the
giventhose circumstances. Cer— event nextbeyear.
Memphis
tainly many other people have Gay and LesbianTheCommunity
part of the story, and we know Center and Memphis Pride are
there are many rumors flying both nonprofit groups, sofor us
around. But only the board to continue our annual
members have the complete
story, so judgment should be
withheld at least until they share
all the factors in their decision
with us, which they will on
Thurs., July 6, at the monthly
Page 2 — Triangle Journal News —July 2000
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The

fracture

of the

community

in

strange one.

We saw

GLBT

Memphis

is a

both

the

best and worst examples of our
community‘s

unity

(or

awesome
We

"gay"

completely

community!
believe

our

community, the GLBT commu—
nity,

cannot

practice

the

losophy of "divide and conquer"
on

itself if we wish

to accom—

plish something in Memphis!

phi—

lack

thereof) the night of the party.
Many
and

people

audibly

were

angry

postponement

visibly

about

of

the

the

Pride

events. In fact, there was much
talk of "impeaching" (or worse)

—the Pride Board. Rarely have we
seen such a quick jump to judg—
ment

and

anger at

community‘s

one

most

of— our

prominent

organizations and some of our
community‘ s most active mem—
bers..

:

On the other hand, despite the ;
small
from

turnout,
a

we

wide

had

range

support
of

our

community‘s makeup — all age

Phone (901) 454—1411
Fax: (901) 454—1411

munity and have a good time.

E—mail: Memphis

—

We were especially pleased
The
with

the

large

turnout

from

MAGY, which gives us hope for
our community‘s future.

Most

of those

men—
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who

attended

tioned that they enjoyed them—
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selves and were glad that the
:
party was not on the boat.
As

is often

the case,

who "criticize" the

_‘
those

most

~Publishers/Editors

‘Allen Cook » John Stitwell
A_

{MemphisTJN@ aol.com)
Staff Writers

are:

s

—

Daniel Forrest (danie!_forrest@hotmail.com)
rarely those who lend a helping
hand.

Participating directly

in

Angela Lamb

——

(tincatendargirtyahoo.com)
£s,

lend a little perspective on the

a

—

Contributors To This issue.

«yo
;

a+

David Bianco » Paula Martinac » Chuck Saylor

amount of time and energy re—

&

Romeo San‘ Vicente
___ Production

quired to pull off these events,

Allen Cook
and yield greater appreciation of
those who regularly give oftheir

—

Out and About Editor

planning and organizing might

events;

whether it be the boat ride, the

Box 11485, Memphis, Tennessee 38111—0485

groups, genders, races, etc.— all
coming out to support the com—

°
f

«» Bob Dumais » John Stilwell

Advertising Sales
Bob Dumais ® Allen Cook

time to try to make these events
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a success.

faxing
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Twinkie Museum, or the Pride
Parade and Festival, it is impera—

tive that we raise money this

year to carry out the events next

year.

If our community would put
Copyright © 2000 by Printers Ink. Reprint permission on non—syndicated material is granted to gay and
as much energy into volunteer—
ing as
then

it does

Memphis

in

complaining,

would

have

an

lesbian publications and/or websites only, provided proper credit is given. Assnciated Press stories are
copyrighted and used by permission; they may not be republished without written permission from AP.
The Triangle Journal News is a member of The Associated Press.
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aymst gays
*—Heal divisions wtthm ourcom- :
¥ On "June: 20, ~Governor pation in the White House Confer:
ye
«mumty
Sundqutsligt
cdinto lawan addt- «ence on Hate Crimes. LGCJ asked
"toque ons about—
separation of church and
_ the American Civil Liberties Union
tion for Justice‘s survey of the
harassment
about
their
sexual
ori—
state/stand
up to—"religious right" —
&= of Tennessee (ACLU) to guide the Memphis
Gay ‘and Lesbian —com— —~efitation, 72percent said:‘they had —» Increase HIV—AIDS awareness—
through theGeneral Assembly
T
.‘bill
munity —and they generally speak never been harassed, verbally as—
*. Voter registration/ Ii ncrease &
._ Matthew,Shepard‘s death in_ wellof Memphm
Sa
ulteq
or
mistreated
by
pOIICCuo
.
fags
awareness of GLBT vote .
Wyomm“in October, 1998 paved > :=
«Homop
hobia
F
mpiijtg
officials
of
byany
~
Includin
ginternal—
>
"~~
the way for successfullobbying by
publlbeducationalinstitution.
:
commu—
the
in
homopho
ized
~
bia
Hedy Weinberg and Joe Sweat of—
percentid
P
ntifiedthemse veséa; ; pecprte‘the:relattvelypositive— ~mity) _.
#
the ACLU, along with LGCJ Co
Jesbian,50percentas
gaymen
and
answers
to
the
above
issties,
56—
dLlIVlorganiza
Social
;°
tion/gro
up
Lhdll‘ Rhonda White. This legisla— _
16 percentasbrsexual
ties for older.gays and.lesbians
lc“h|.llt(min any way p:o-_ — tion wouldnot have passedwithout©.~ 32
dabnts Eightyper— percent pf therespondentsan=
—:(semior support group)
ison the basisofgon. AheACLU‘s leadership, and
nt T
ithtthe whether Mempht
#K; no! gay/lesbian commumty':
dcnttty‘Or sexual identit
aa3 ktrongly encourages‘its members to ::
remainder tdenufymgasHispanic for gay/lesbld
.
center ..) —
lThe legislation capsan
t » supporttheACLU‘s_outstandmg
transgendered
peopleto:
live
$*
Bettermedia
covcrageof gay and i
MIC}th'unin the
lull
! _ work on behalf ofall persons‘ civil

Anopen——endedquestion.regard- lcshmn community, .
i afe
..The Memphis Lcsbnm and Gay gta,

g . lthcrucsinTennessee esl

¢

“Stilt?”
Entertainment
|

ng what the ‘respondents would.
see. LGCJfocus onto im—
percent said thetrIncome was $30- prove the lives of GLBT peoplein:

COdllllOl‘l for Justice welcomcx and —
encourages discussion ofthesere}
©©50,000..LGCJsaysthattheremayMemphis, thefollowing si Tﬁztry ——sults and
how—the community can
+ be a problem thevreportmg on.wasprovteled Stes
work together toaddresatthcse
is=>
| ll’thislfa‘tegory, a
—.sues.. Their next meeting is

e

der 18 reported their farmlyin—

(Adverttsmg, billboards,puhhc p.m., Mon., July 24, at the Mem: _
relations, educationetc)
phis Public Library (Peabody and :>
the'questto: il
nin employment "McLean), Meeting Room A. —
; job dtscrtmmatt n, 70.55 percent— (non—discriminationpolicies)—
For.nore information ccontact
#
——saidtheyhave never:been dtsertmt- : «Domestic:Partnership benefits, survey author Jim Maynard
%.
nation because oftheir sexual ori—
Aegal issues for gay/lesbtan chair, Memphis Lesbian and
]come
‘Inanswerto

‘llleewueta‘ljau—~—Jaotandﬁ)umeee
Ax.
| £73th (£93wt Service
:

wE

&

3&4me

entatton and 29.4 percent saidthey ; couples (Insurance)
Js GavCoalition for Justice, zat
:
| — had.
* Address racism and classtsmin}, his ®
e—mail
address:
._ Almost 51 percent said they | 5 thegay, communtty (racialintol—© Jmaynar2 @-midsouthrr.com —

— were out or open about their
erance, prej udtce)
sexual orientationat work..
a—._.«Places besides bars 10
3
When asked if their place of
(we need a gay commumty ccn-§ Integrity
‘|J employment had a nondiscrimina—
ter) .
Feature —
§ tron
policy
that lﬂLlUdC’ssexualori— Support
lcsbtan & gay youthin: ©
s sch Is
, when asked_*Getourvoiceheardinctty gov:
{if they feared losing [helrJOb if co—
ernment/work with local:political
workers or supervisors knew their _ — leaders f
lntegrny Memphtss July 18
sexual orientationor becausethey . ~* Enforcement of Hate crimelcg-¢ meeting will feature Dr. Dick ——. —
Baldwin. Rev. Baldwin is the Ex"
know their sexual onentatton 67 . islation.
«ecutive
of.the—Presbytery—of. Mem— ——— _
percentsaid yes. —
#8
* Coalition butldmg wrth other or—
phis,
which
includes a large area
_ Ninety—one percent said they
ganizations/ building GLBT —
had never been discriminated
community. Outreach to non—gay — of Tennessee, Mississippi and Mrs—
©souri.
;
J — againstin getting or keeping hous—
community
Dr.
Baldwin‘s
topic
wrll
be
thc
ing (renting, buying a home, etc.)
* GLBT professional/business or—|. position ofthePresbyterian.Church
because of their sexual orientation. — ganization:
percent had never *:Greater tolerance in Memphis ; on various gay issues.
Integrity has made it a pomtin
% experienced any .physical assaults
commumty :
recent
months to keep abreast ofthe —
because oftheir sex ual orientation. * Improve police treatment of gay
position
of all denommattons to—
In addition almost 77 percent said
people/better treatment.of crimes. —
wards gay issues.
The evcnmg will begin with a:
worship service at 6:30 in the
Bethichem Chapel, followed by
dinner in the Mural Room at. 7 p.m..
Dr. Baldwin‘s program will begin
wat 7:45 p.m..
Drtllers vs Jocks
Integrity—Memphis meets at
Calvary Episcopal Church located
July 30 ~
at Second and Adams in downtown
(Field location to be determined)
_ 1 p.m.
Memphis.
I1 a.m. Jaguars vs ReMax
12 p.m. Drillers vs Lesbigaytrs
12 p.m. Jocks vs Holy Trinity
1—p.m. Haze vs Jaguars
2 p.m. Holy Trinity vs Drillers
~2 p.m. Lesbigaytrs vs Jungle Jocks:
3 p.m. ReMax vs Haze
Gay
4 p.m. Lesbigaytrs vs Holy Trinity
4 p.m. Drillers vs Jungle Jocks
Pride ...

too

Presbyterlan

§ A weekly support group forgay
—and bisexual menliving with HIV
The group meets on Mondays at —
‘FriendsFor Life, 1384 Madison Ave,
and is open to Gay and bisexual men
who are HIV positive. To join the group
one must first become a client of —
Friends For Life and be able to prov1de

proof of HIV status.

For meeting tlmes and any additional
information, please contact
Michael Kiggins
at 272—0855
during business hours
Advertising space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News
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Bluff City Sports Association

Softball League Schedule
July 2
4: p.m.
No Games Scheduled
July 9
Jungle Jocks vs Lesbigaytrs
p.m. Holy Trinity vs Drillers
p.m. ReMax ‘s Lesbigaytrs
p.m. Haze vs Jaguars:
July 16
p.m. Jaguars vs Lesbigaytrs
p.m. Holy Trinity vs Haze
p.m. Jungle Jocks vs Drillers
p.m. ReMax vs Holy Trinity
July 23 —
Allgames are played at Wilson Field
1 p.m. Jaguars vs ReMax
at the corner of Clarke Rd. and
2 p.m. Haze vs Drillers
Cottonwood in southeast Memphis
3 p.m. Holy Trinity vs Lesbigaytrs except
where noted otherwise.
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Diverse.

txcursrons Gives50. Percent of Profttto th’e Communtty

D1Vclxc Excursions, Memphis‘
only gay and lesbian travel agency,
announced its plans to commit 50
percent ofits profits to thc com—
munity:
So far in 2000 the agency has
gone over the 50% mark and spon—
sored the Atlanta Freedom March—
ing. Band for Memphis Prides‘
annual Gay Pride March, plus the
new agency donated a roundtrip
for two over the Labor Day week:
end to New Orleans for the Friends
For Life annual Auction Against
AIDS.
Additionally, D1Vc|xc Excur—
sions sponsored a bus trip to the
Millennium March On Washington
for Lesbian and Gay Equality. "We
charged a price of $150 per person,
which was well under the amount
needed to make a profit," says Jon
Arnold, general manager of the
[fledgling agency. "I felt it was im—
portant to ensure everyone in Mem:—
phis had an opportunity to make
this historic trip."
:
Although the turnout was light,
Arnold insists the effort was worth—
while. "I‘m convinced that the 11
people that went on our trip made
an impact, and I‘ m convinéed they

could not have gone Without our
help."
Diverse Excursions nearly had
to cancel the bus trip. "We had a
minimum participation of 38 per—
sons in order to charter our own bus
and lose only $1,000." With only
11 signed up, the group‘s rooming
minimum was not met and the
wcncy struggled over canceling the
trip. "Icouldn‘t do that to the com:
munity. We dug our heels in and
contracted Greyhound Bus Lines to
handle the group and then we up—
graded the group to a full—service
hotel only blocks from the March.
It wasn‘t easy or cheap, but it was
worth it."
Why is it important to give back
to the community? "I worked for a
large hotel company for 12 years."
says Arnold. "Profits were jeal—
ously guarded for shareholders, and
very little was given to the commu—
nity. Often, the only giving that was
done benefited the pet organiza—
tions ofthe straight world; Arnold‘s
efforts to steer the distribution of
10 percent of the:
char—
ity to gay and lesbian interests went
unheeded.
‘"Despite the factthat the travel

industry employs ahuge portion of
gays and lesbians, the boardrooms
are predommantly controlled by
heterosexuals."
Arnold says AIDS still bears a
stigma in the industry. "When I

disclosed my HIV status, I was 0s—
tracized. I was finally forced into
the most undesirable position in the
corporate office." Arnold took his
case to the EEOC. Retaliation en—
sued, and Arnold left the organi—
zation determined to start his own
business that focused and benefited
gays and lesbians exclusively.
"I‘ ve been in the travel business

Auction Against AIDS Best Ever,

OrgantzersSay
By Allcn Cook
The 13th Annual Auction
Against AIDS, held at the Mem—
— phis Botanic Center Sun., June 25,
was the best ever — in terms of
donated items, attendance and me—
dia coverage. Dubbed the "Swing—
ing Summer Auction Party," the
event netted, approximately
$46,000 for the agency coffers.
An estimated value of the do—
nated items was set at $1 10,000 and
the return was considered above the
average for similar charity auction
events.
About 500 people attended the
afternoon and evening event which
was hosted again by FM—100‘s
Tom Prestigiacomo. Channel 5‘s

KyimClark served as the auction‘s
honorary co—chair. At one point,
Clark donned a tiara to auction off
a "Queen for a Day" package.
Food (almost always the first
thing to go) was in plentiful sup—
ply as seven companies donated
food and beverages to keep the auc—
tion audience happy. Fascinating
Foods, E.J. Brasserie, King Cotton,
lily‘s dimsum thensome, Mélange,
McAllisters Deli, and Sekisui of
Japan donated. food. while
Starbuck‘s Coffee and Star Dis—
tributors served up beverages of
choice.
According to Friends For Life
Auction Coordinator Butch Valen—
tine, many ofthe:items were over—
bid, that is sold for an amount

—
greater than their stated worth.
Most popular were vacation pack—
ages including a trip to New Or—
leans.
In addition to the live auction,
a silent auction of smaller items
and services was staged. Drawings,
door prizes and challenges rounded
out the event.
Valentine says the auction re—
ceived major support from North
west Airlines; PAX—TV—50, which
produced—a public service an—
nouncement for the auction;
WRVR, and Storage USA.
This year‘s auction was dedi—
cated to the memory of Danny
Munns who did not die of AIDS,
but was a longtimesupporter and
dear friendof the agency.

for over 14 years. It makes sense The thlfcrenccis that we may éet
to translate my skills into some— you there without a layover, while
thing that the Memphis gay and booking on the internet may cause
lesbian community can profit you to have as many as two lay—
from."
overs. Booking on the internet is
Arnold is convinced that gays great if there are only a couple of
and lesbians want to support choices to be made. We analyze the
GLBT—owned businesses. "I—am myriad of complex choices that are
committed to steering our dollars available to the traveler and present
to GLBT—owned enterprises."
the best options."
When GLBT—owned is not an
Arnold recalls a recent internet
option, Arnold is knowledgeable travel study,. "It was discovered
about the alternatives, "I like to that travel agents actually save cli—
steer our dollars to gay—friendly ents money. over booking on the
suppliers such as Northwest air— internet.. Often travelers are un—
lines." Northwest airlines was the aware of specials or cheaper alter—
first major airline to join the Inter— native airports. Moreover, that
national Gay and Lesbian Travel room you just booked in San Juan
Association (IGLTA).
might be in a good area, orit might
And when there is no clear—cut not! You certainly don‘t know if
winner? "You‘d be surprised how the airline or hotel that you book
many chains andbusinesses elimi—,_ is gay—friendly ornot. that‘s where
nate themselves by their anti—«ray
e come in. We do the research
at. would otherwise cost you
rhetoric. I keep on top of” those —
businesses and. I make i
ploi‘nt hours of your own time."
never to refer clients to them."
What‘s on the horizon for the
A recent example would ‘be the— travel agency? "We have con—
Cayman Islands‘ refusal to accept _ tracted with a new reservations
gay and lesbian cruises at their supplier so we can have a larger
ports.I‘ve visited those islands inventory for ourclients to choose
before, and they are beautiful. It‘s © from:. Our web site, http://
a shame we can‘t enjoy their beauty maxpages.com/divex, is also ex<
like everyone else."
panding. We‘ve researched many:
So why use a travel agency commitment ceremony locales,
when so many people are con— and —we are now offering interac—
nected to the internet? "I love this tive ceremony travel information:
argument. Our services are free. on our.web site. We‘re just work—
That ticket to Des Moines costs the — ing hard to bethe first phone call
same whether you book it on the Memphis travelers make at
internet or if you book it with us. 901—726—4672!"
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Can Finger Length Signal Sexual Orientation?
"When you are buying or selling a home,

In what may be considered dis—
tressing news for gay men in the
closet, researchers at the University
of California at Berkeley revealed
that the length of your fingers can
indicate your sexual orientation,
In a recent edition ofthe science
journal Nature, a study of more
than 700 adults in the San Fran—
cisco area found that heterosexu—
als had a greater variance offinger
length than gay men and lesbians.
The scientists say that the length
of your index finger relative to the
length of your fourth finger (or ring
finger) can help determine whether
. or not you are gay.
Apparently, the closer in length

these twofingers are, the greater the
chances that you are homosexual.
The scientists based their re—
search on a 1998 study that exam—
ined androgens, male hormones
that are believe to determine finger
length by exposure in the womb.
Men are generally found to have
shorter forefingers than ring fin—
gers, while in women they are gen—
erally found to be the same length.
The study contributes to the
growing collection of evidence that
sexual orientation may be deter—
mined biologically.
However, there is still no defini—
tive link between the size of a man‘s
fingers (or his feet, nose or wrist,

for that matter) and the size ofhis
penis.

I can make a difference!"

Call me and let me show you how."
Pardy Wilder
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U.S. Attorney Warns About Hate Groups
By David A. Lich
Associated Press Writer
« HOT SPRINGS. Ark. (AP) —If
most Americans knew what she
— does, they would be terrified about
the strength and number of "hate
groups" across the country, U.S.
Attorney Paula Casey of Little Rock
said June 16.

Casey, who prosecutes cases in
eastern Arkansas, said she gained a
deep knowledge of such groups
through last year‘s murder, con—
spiracy and racketeeringtrial of two
men accused of plotting to create a
whites—only nation.
‘_ The movement extends far be—
yond Chevie Kehoe and Danny Lee,
who were both convicted after a

lengthy investigation and trial, she
said. There are numerous "hate
groups," and they are drawing
strength from their numbers, she
said.
"If you knew what I knew about
hate groups in this country, if you
had any idea of what is going on,
not just in the South, it‘s going on
all over the country ... you would

Living Word
Christian Church
]. Kyle Dearen, Pastor
340 NW.Garklant
Merriphis, TW 38104
Phone 276—087?7
Sunvbay Morning
Sunbay Evening
Wermesvay Evening

10 a.m.
6 p.m.
7 p.m.

"And in accordance with this will of God, we
have been made holy, consecrated, and
sanctified through the offering made once for
all of the body of Jesus Christ"
Hebrews 10:10 AMP
Join us as we

prcuse and worship

be absolutely terrified, you would
be horrified," Casey told lawyers at
the annual Arkansas Bar Associa—
tion meeting.
Casey was among seven panel—
ists for a forum on hate crimes. All
appeared to support laws that im—
pose enhanced penalties for crimes
involving hate.
Arkansas has no hate—crimes law
— one ofjust 10 states without one,
said Arkansas Attorney General
Mark Pryor. Legislation to allow
enhanced penalties for hate crimes
was rejected last year by a House
committee after concerns were
raised that it might be broadly ap—
plied or used to advance gay causes.
_—Pryor said he would push again
for a hate—crime law during the 2001
legislative session.
Based on FBI figures, between
7,000 and 8,000 hate crimes are
expected to be committed this year
across the nation, Pryor said. Based:
on Arkansas‘ population, about 80
of those could occur in this state,
he said.
On the Internet, there are 500
sites for "hate groups," said Morris
Dees, chief trial counsel for the
Southern Poverty Law Center in
— Alabama. Deesi also urged the pas—
sage ofstate hate—crime legislation
that would apply not only to mur—
ders or assaults, but also to lesser
crimes such as the slashing of an
interracial couple‘s car tires.

"There is no free—speech issue in
shouting a racial epitaph at some—
‘body and then shooting or stabbing
them, or burning a cross in front of
their house," Dees said.
Arkansas already allows height—
ened penalties for crimes against the
elderly, young children and other
classes of people, such as police or
teachers.
The failed Arkansas legislation
would have let judges and juries
lengthen sentences by 25 percent for
crimes committed because of race,
color, ancestry, ethnicity, religion,
national origin, gender or sexual ori—
entation.
Some legislators said it could
have been applied too broadly. The
legislation also drew objections from
Larry Page, the executive director of
the Christian Civic Foundation, who
said the bill could be used by gay—
rights groups to advance their
causes. The House Judiciary Com—
mittee voted 12—4 against the bill.
Casey said hate—crime laws
should not be construed as favoring
one group of people over another.
"I think it‘s very important for
people to understand, we‘re not talk—
ing about a political agenda," she
said. "We‘re talking about, from my
point of view, law enforcement. It‘s
very important that prosecutors have
the laws that they need to be able to
cope with these kinds of problems."
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Resign Over Civil Unions
TUNBRIDGE, Vt. (AP) —The covered by typical municipal insur—
Tunbridge town clerk says she will ance.
resign rather than do civil union Several justices of the peace in
ceremonies for gays and lesbians. Searsburg, Whittingham and Dover
Town Clerk Helen O‘Donnell say they‘ ll refuse to do civil unions.
said she would resign July 1, the Twosay they will resign.
same day the civil unions law goes "They tell me Ihave to marry les—
into effect, so that she wouldn‘tdo bians and gays and I say, ‘No way,""
have to perform the legal ceremony. said Helen Putnam ofSearsburg, one
"I never thought it would end ofthose who plans to resign. "What
like this," said—O‘Donnell, who has is done behind closed doors is fine,
but I‘m not going to marry them."
been clerk for nine years.
Putnam serves as town selectmen
"When you think you‘re right,
and
a justice of the peace, as does
you have to stand for it. As they say,
Stanley
Florence. Florence said he‘ ll
ou‘ve
got
to
stand
for
something
Y
E
g.
or you‘ll fall foranything," she said. also resign.
Whitingham Town Clerk Earle Earlier this spring, the office of
Holland Jr., whois also ajustice of the Secretary of State held training
the peace, said he and several other sessions forjustices because the pri—
justices ofthe peace in his town do mary responsibility for performing
not intend to certify civil unions. civil unions ceremonies will largely
Town clerks in Fairfield and fall on justices‘ shoulders.
Corinth have said theywill refuse Secretary of State Deborah
~ to issue the civil unions licenses and Markowitz saidjustices ofthe peace
have the authority, but not the duty,
are considering resigning.
Under the new law, town clerks to perform marriages and civil
can appoint a deputy to do the nec— unions. _
essary work for civil unions. But "Just a handful do (marriage) cer—
clerks who issue marriage licenses emonies. Their major duty is on the
for heterosexual couples, and not board ofcivil authority," Markowitz
civil unions licenses for homo—. said. She cautioned that while jus—
sexual couples, face the potential of tices of the peace may make deci—
civil lawsuits, said Steven Jeffrey, sions on whom they will marry or
it cannot be discriminatory.
executive director of the Vermont certify,
"In
truth,
it is unlikely to come
League of Cities and Towns. _
He added that legal expenses up. Many are happy to do civil
from such a lawsuit wouldn‘t be unions," Markowitz said. .
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Massachusetts State Senator
brtentatlon
ing. with reporters in her home—
By Steve Leblanc
"Being gay is tough. Society
"There are a tremendous
town of. Needham.
&
Associated Press Writer
amount of lies and deceptionsthat hits you with a barrage of nega—
The initial reaction has been gay activists use to push these tive messages," she said. "I was
overwhelmingly. supportive, programs," said group spokesman lucky. I guess I had a lot of per—
NEEDHAM, Mass. (AP) — Jacques
When a conservative parents‘ "I thinksaid.more people are go— Brian Camenker. "They target the sonal strength and a lot of sup—
group secretly taped graphic ing to dislike me because of gun most vulnerable children and con— port and didn‘t let it take me
sexual talk at a workshop for gay control than this issue," said vince them they are homosexual." where it‘s taken some of those
teens, Sen. Cheryl Jacques took
Camenker also disputed De— kids."
a gun control advocate. partment of Education statistics
a tough stand. She stood on the Jacques,
Jacques is already a well—
"For—the—vast majority L_don‘t that found nearly a third ofall gay known political figure on Beacon
floor of theMassachuseiftsSen— think
will matter at all." ©
ate and said the state must notend Sheitdecided
and lesbian—students have at— ~ Hil}—She championed the state‘s.
public in the tempted suicide, compared to gun control. law, the toughest in
funding for similar programs. wake of calls tobygoconservative
On June 1, Jacques —a former
about 8 percent in the general the nation, and has pushed issues
to end funding for the high school population.
assistant attorney general and ris— groups
from improved insurance cover—
Education Department‘s Safe
ing star in Bay State politics — Schools
Those statistics prompted age for diabetics to the purity of
Program for Gay and Jacques‘ decision to come out, bottled water.
backed up her political views Lesbian Students,
Jacques said. she said. During Senate budget
with
a
personal The program is designed
Jacques hasalso been seen as
to pro— debate, Jacques made an impas— a possible contender for higher
acknowledgement.
and reduce suicide sioned speech, calling on law— office. She has one of the largest
"As a gay person, I understand mote tolerance
gay teens.
makers to reject a proposal to political war chests in the state
the tremendous pressure these among
—The Parents Rights Coalition slash funding for gay and lesbian and is a relentless campaigner.
young people feel." Jacques issued
—call after secretly re— student programs by athird.
wrote on the op—ed page of The cordingthea March
Jacques said she didn‘t con—
for
Boston Globe. It was the first time gay teens run by aworkshop
"I felt it was important that sider what affect her announce—
national gay those kids knew there were ment could have on her political
the four—term lawmaker had re— rights group. The workshop
vealed her sexual orientation pub— cluded discussions about sexualin— people out there who cared about future.
licly.
them and that they can aspire and
"I am the same person I was
S
dream to do anything," she said. yesterday," she said. "With some
Jacques‘ announcement senta positions.
One Department of Education
buzz through the staid halls ofthe worker
Jacques said she has a personal — people the fact that I‘m gaywill
the confer— insight into the lives of teens hurt me and they will vote against
Statchouse. The 38—year—old leg— ence waswhofired:attended
Another resigned. struggling with their sexuality.
islator spent the morning speak—
me because of it:and solely be—

aie
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cause of it. I think that is a very
small minority."

Democratic political consult—

ant

Mary

Anne

Marsh

said

Jacques faces a tougher hurdle
than her sexual orientation: her
sex.

‘"When it comes to running for

a higher office, the first challenge
is she is a woman," Marsh said.

"Massachusetts is at the bottom

«of the barrel when it comes to
electing women to statewide of—
fice."

Jacques‘

‘decision is making

headlines in part because there
are so few openly gay lawmakers
in

the state

legislature.

Cam—

bridge Rep. Jarrett Barrios is one
of only three, including Jacques.
"Cheryl chose—to come out in

; a classy way," Barrios said. "She
chose an issue of relevance, the
importance of the state working

to prevent suicides ... and she
brought in her own personal ex—

perience which all legislators do."

Southern

Baptist

Convention

Approves

Statement Against

Women

as

Homosexualltyand Abortion; For Boy Scouts and Death Penalty
""We‘re one of the few denomi—
congr
By
Julia
Lieblich
nations
to stand strong in the sharp —
AP Religion Writer + ~ —>
winds of political correctness and
to call sin, sin," said Merritt, who
ORLANDO,
Florida
(AP)
—
agrees that only men are called to
The Southern
Baptist
Convention
be pastors.
decided
June
14
that
women
should
novotelonger
serve
as pastors.
The
came
two
years
after
the
denomination
said
a
wife
FUDGE — SEBASTIAN — PAUL MITCHELL — NIOXIN —
should
submit
herself"to
the
ser—
Uf Z
ae ees
vant"Southern
leadershipBaptists,
of her husband."
by practice
asership
well asis conviction,
believe
lead—
male,"
said
the
Rev.
Adrian
Rogers
ofMemphis,
chair—of
man
of
the
drafting
committee
ament.
revised"While
Faithmen
and and
Message
state—are
women
gifted
. the byofficeScripture."
ofpastor is lim—
itedTheto. men
voteby aonshow
the ofstatement
of
faithThewasnew
hands.
g away with a
statement
does
not
ad—
dress.
whether
women should
be
|=
ordained;
i
t
addresses
only
their
19 N. COOPER 725—0521 ”MEMPHIS TN ®
role
as pastors,
who leadstatement
congre—
gations.
The
previous
had"I‘m
beenvery
silentsad,"
on thesaidissue.
the Rev:at
Martha
Phillips,
interim
pastor
Mount—Vernon
Baptist
Church
in
bond
Arlington,
Va.,
where
U.S.
Vice
either," Weedy said.
President
Al ministers
Gore is a arenot
member:go—
In 1997 Creech, then a
"Women
ing
=to have
a ‘place insheSouthern
Baptist
life
anymore,"
saidthinkin
amoretelephone
interview.
"I
churches: will leave the con—
ventions‘
901/2727922
About:100
of.
the
1,600
or
so
©794 S. Cooper ~
Southern
Baptsticlergywomen
are
Memphis, TN 38194"
leading congregations:
Themem—
de—
Emall LstChaCDs@aolcom
_ bers
nomination
has45:9
million
ralni rome nar reyes
tr
ct inonse this ie o mi ons, ust on
omen s
and 41,000 local
Pastors,

pose racism and reject abortion and

ngllf)n5

However, the statement is not.

homosexuality.

binding on individual Southern

For the first time in many years,

Baptists, and local congregations

the convention also approved a

would remain free to ordain women

resolution supporting capital pun—

and hire them as pastors. Phillips

ishment. It also said the Boy Scouts

said she hopes to remain pastor of

of America have the right to reject

her church.

gay members.

Other changes in the church

statement underscore that the Bible

Outside the convention, 100 or

so gay

and lesbian protesters

s "totally true" and God is "all—

marched with signs that said "Stop

powerful and all—knowing," and

Spiritual Violence." More than two

insist that "there is no salvation

dozen demonstrators were arrested,

apart from personal faith in Jesus

accused of illegal assembly.

On June 13, the first day of the

Christ as Lord."

It also urges Christians to op—

Former

OMAHA,

Neb.

at

Pastor

Southern

Convention

(AP) — A

former Nebraska minister was ar—

rested at the Southern Baptist Con—
vention in Orlando, Fla.

Outside the convention on June

4,

group‘s annual convention, the

Nebraska

Arrested

Baptist

_

100 or —so protesters of the

‘group elected Dr. James G Merritt
47, pastor of the A 1,000—member
First Baptist Church in Snellville,
Ga., as president. He promised to
make overseas missions, reaching
young people and "soul winning"
his priorities.
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"Dahling!
Let
Dabbles
blow you

new look!"

$700 bond, his wife, Chris Weedy,

said from Raleigh.

"I told him (in a phone call) that

Gandhi wouldn‘t have paid a $700
bond, and that Martin Luther King

Jr. wouldn‘t have paid a $700

church‘s stance on gays marched
with signs that said "Stop Spiritual

Violence."

More than two dozen were ar—

rested, "including the Rev. Jimmy

Creech, a United Methodist minis—

ter. from—Raleigh, N.C., who was

defrocked for officiating at a com—
mitment:ceremony for. two men.

Creech planned to. spend the

night in an Orlandogail after being

charged with a protest—related mis—

demeanor and refusing to pay a

Umted
Methodist minister and pastor of __
First United Methodist Church in
Omaha, presided over a unity cer—
emony for two women. He was
acquitted in a 1998 church trial.
He left his Omaha pulpit and
presided over a unity ceremony for
two men in North Carolina in 1999.
Creech was defrocked last Novem—
ber aftera second church trial
ave
Cousin
ihm
ont
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BusineSses Growing More Willing to Advertise as Gay—owned
on the gay consumer.
straight
clientele.
By
Eric
Blom
sional
Association,
whichbills
itself
Some women, over the years, —
""More
and
more
people
are
feel—
Maine‘s
Gay Chamber
of Com— ing comfortable that they are a gay—
The Portland Press Herald asmerce,
havetried to sell books, art work and
has
grown
to
160
members
other products to the lesbian mar—
friendly
business,"said
Jim
Neal,
a
since
its
founding
in
1995.
Some
PORTLAND,
Maine
(AP)
—
ket in Greater Portland, Roger
co—ownerofDropMeALine,
which
members
are
still
closeted,
because
Jeff
Poulin
left
Maine
two
decades
is
diagonally
across
the
street
because
was little to hold business.
they fear But
harassment
or more
a lossareof
each
year
aagogayToday.
man hebackthere
then.
to appear
in the group‘s
is home
again
with a willing
membership
directory.
. "Industrially
Portland clothing
store
that
markets
ischang—
Gear!" in a store— ing,"The—climate,ofcourse,
and
changing
for
the
positive,"
front"*Now.
windowit‘sGay
display.
thetimeyearPortland
2000,hadandanI said
Victoria
Zavasnik,association.
a founder
and
past
presidentofthe
thought
i
t
was
leaders
of thefororganization
openly
gay
store.
It‘s ready,"
said Current
Poulin,
while
opening
a
cardboard
could
not
be
reached
comment.
packing
box
full
of
elothing
de—
Drop
Me
A
Line,
a
card
andseen
gift
shop
on
Congress
Street,
has
signed
to
make
gay
men
look
sexy.
Nearby,
atop
black—and—red
the1, 1990,
change.it may
Whenhaveit opened
on July
been
the
first
< tures,
striped
barrels
and
hanging
from
fix—
store
in.
Portland
to
carry
a
large
are
bathing
suits,
underwear,
numberofitems
targetedmagazines,
toward gay
shirts,
fetish items,thatart Poulin
prints and
other
merchandise
has
consumers.
Cards,
bumper
stickers
andlesbians
other —
ordered
Los Angeles> and New books,
York.Poulin‘sfromMale
products
for
gay
men
and
its shelves,
amidBackthe then,
for—any—the
Ego —specifically
the only satbodyoncards
and
gifts.
retail
shop
in
Portland
targetingexample
gay menofa—broadertrend:
is an eye— owners
worried
about
bricks
catching
through
the
window,
graffiti
and
other
hostile
reactions.
Many
more
greater
Portland—area
businesses
today asaregay—ownedor
willing to la— storeFewsawproblems
materialized.
The
a
small
amount
ofgraffiti
bel
themselves
and the owners
haveMostly,
heard
gay—friendly
than bookstores
in years past.like once,
Mainstream
some
murmured
comments.
though, they‘ve experienced a wel—
BooklandMany
devoteshops
sections
torainbow
gay lit— coming.community..
crature.
hang
banners,
at many
least Maine
duringstores
Gay Pride
They‘vefollowalso their
seen otherbusiness
owners
leadpreference,
in being
Week,
and
carry
open
about
their
sexual
atticularly
least a tofewgayitems
that
appeal
par—
desiretoalongservewithhomo—
and lesbians.
sexualtheir
customers
their
The Rainbowmen
Business
& Profes— ‘orin
More

owned businesses.
"The type of products we put in
" our window have not been as, visu— _
ally, overtly gay," said Neal, of Drop
Me a Line. About 60 percent ofthe
from store‘s gift and card business comes
from non—gay customers, he esti—
Male Ego.
Still, Portland hasnever seen a mated. "I applaud the owner of Male
store quite like Male Ego. It‘s the Ego for his panache."
~"He‘s really in your face,"added —
kind of shop you‘d be much more
likely to find in San Francisco, New Roger Mayo, whois Neal‘s partner.
Poulin said he‘s not trying to of—
York, Provincetown, Mass., or other
fend
anyone with his aggressive dis—
cities with a much larger, more vis— —
plays.
But he is trying to make a
ible gay presence.
In the Male Ego window display, statement along with building a
:
there‘s a long row of rainbow flags business.
He recalls his expcrience running
below a row of hanging underwear,
shorts and shirts in summer colors. a clothing store in Monument
Behind these garments are T—shirts Square that had a small section of
depicting cuddling, muscular male gay—focused merchandise and fre—
quently flew a rainbow flag outside.
couples.
Customers complained about the
In his print advertising, Poulin
also promotes male fashion models, mix of mainstream merchandise
with gay—related items. "We‘d hear —
who appear Thursday through Sat—
urday evenings. They wander comments from people walking by,"
around the store in jeans, thongs, including slurs, Poulin said. "They
mini—shorts and other garments. The spit on the window. All the oppres—
store walls are covered with gayart sion made me want to go all—out."
Poulin repositioned Female Ego
work from Tom of Finland — mus—
in
Monument
Square as a lingerie—
cular men in military uniforms and
type store for all women, gay and
1970s—style leather outfits.
"We have sexually explicit T— straight.
He also opened Male Ego. The
shirts in thestore windows," Poulin
store
is one ofthe first attempts to
said. "Women come in and make
market
a business other than bars
comments. They say, ‘I don‘t like
your store windows. Are you trying and dance clubs exclusively to the
gay community in Portland. The
to offend people?‘ "
Such a direct appeal to gay con— occasional straight man buys cloth—
sumers is unusual in Portland‘s ing there, but Male Ego is focused
cityscape, even among other gay-

Tired of

Mayo
said.
"As far as I know, none of them
survived, and they worked at it," he
said. "Time will tell if (Male E50)
‘can do it.".
So far, since its March opening,
Male Ego has been profitable,
Poulin said. It is the most success—
ful of Poulin‘s three stores includ—
ing a general—interest sportswear
store he runs in Camden. Poulin said
he can‘t keep certain items, like
leather wear, on the shelves.
The experience has him thinking
of opening a similar store in
Ogunquit, a town he describes as
being the only other gay—friendly
community in Maine.
Male Ego takes Poulin "out of
my comfort level," he said. And it
clearly takes some people, like the
women who have stopped in to com—
plain, beyond theirs.
But Poulin believes that the
broader community is more accept—
ing of diverse lifestyles today than
in the past, and that only by push—
ing beyond comfort levels will atti—
tudinal change take place.
"The whole reason I opened
Male Ego is to put an end to that
oppressiveness, so we can have a
gay store and not be mtnmdatcd
he said.
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Days

Disney

Becoming

Part
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By Mike Schneider
Associated Press Writer

of the Lynchburg, Va.—based group.
While Disney doesn‘t sponsor
Gay Days, which includes several
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — Walt
events planned around the weekend
Disney World used to keep Gay
under no single organizer, the
Days in the closet, fearing —the
theme park is the center ofits ac—
wrath of religious groups.
tivities.
One year, Disney posted signs
"During the first couple of years,
at the entrance warning guests that
their greatest fear was what other
guests would think," said Tom
there was a gathering of homosexu—
als in the Magic Kingdom. In other
Dyer, editor and publisher of Wa—
termark, a —gay newspaper in Or—
years, passes to other Disney parks
were offered to guests who might
lando. "Their view has shifted to
be offended by large numbers of — caring about how their gay and les—
gays.
bian guests are treated."
As the celebration entered its
Gay Days started out as a single
10th year—this year, it‘s now as
day in 1991 when then—Orlando
much a part of Disney as Mickey
resident Doug Swallow and friends
from a gay computer bulletin board
Mouse.
s
service informally decided to have
The event has expanded to the
company‘s three other parks. as. an outing at the Magic Kingdom.
Traditions began: Gays Days is
well as non—Disney ones such as
held on the first Saturday in June.
Universal Orlando and SeaWorld
Participants wear red shirts to iden—
Orlando. And for the past few
tify themselves. And everyone
years. popular Disney World at—
meets at=3 p.m. in front of
tractions such as the Typhoon La—
Cinderella‘s Castle for the after—
goon water park and the Pleasure
noon parade.
Island nightclub have held related
What began as a mthcrmt7 of
parties and performances.
several hundred people in 1991 has
"I don‘t knowifit‘s a more ac—
grown into a four—day weekend that
cepting attitude. but our parks are
attracts more than 100,000 people,
open to everyone, every day," said
corporate sponsors and, this year,
Rena Callahan, a Disney spokes—
headline—entertainers such as come—
woman. "We want to be hospitable
dians Sandra Bernhard, Harvey
to everyone who visits our parks."
Fierstein and Scott Thompson of
No religious groups planned to
"Kids in the Hall."
protest this year‘s event, unlike in
"I think it was about the fifth
past years. However, members of
year or so that I was starting to be—
the Christian Action Network plan
come awe—struck about the numbers
to videotape what goes on at Plea
of people coming here," said Swal—
sure Island during Gay Days and
low, who now lives in New Jersey.
showit at the Republican National
Gay Days even spawned a West
Convention in Philadelphia.
Coast version sof itself at
"We‘re looking for bad behav—
Disneyland in Anaheim, Calif.
jor among the homosexuals in the
Religious groups were apoplec—
area where kids are going to show
tic that a company that made its for—
up." said Martin Mawyer, president

Michael Braden, center, of Los Angeles, registers Gay Days visitors to the Gaywired.com website at a hotel in

Orlando, Fla. Friday, June 2. This year marks the 10th anniversary of Gay Days at Walt Disney World. The event
has expanded to Disney‘s three otherparks, as well as non—Disney ones such as Universal Orlando and SeaWorld
Orlando. And for the past few years, popular Disney World attractions such as the Typhoon Lagoon water park
and the Pleasure Island nightclub have held related parties and performances. (AP Photo/Peter Cosgrove)
tune on traditional family entertain—
ment would allow Gay Days on its
property.
Last year, religious groups tried
to buy air time during Gay Days to
encourage gays to change their
sexual orientation, but Orlando TV
stations other than Christian chan—
nels rejected the ads.
In 1998, hundreds of Operation
Rescue activists protested outside
Walt Disney World during Gay
Days. The Southern Baptists cited
Gay Days in calling for a boycott
ofall things Disney three years ago.
Coincidentally this year, the
Southern Baptists were holding
their annual meeting in Orlandothe
week after.Gay.Days. Gay—rights
activists protested outside lhc reli—
gious mthetmv
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Dr.

Laura‘s

New TV Show Is Hot — Months

By Verena Dobnik
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Dr.
Laura Schlessinger‘s name echoed
loudly across Fifth Avenue on June
5 — chanted by a group of gays,
lesbians and women‘s rights advo—
cates.
%
They were hardly fans.
"Hey, hey, ho, ho, Dr. Laura‘s
got to go!" yelled the protesters,
who are trying to convince adver—
tisets
that
sponsoring
Schlessinger‘s new television show
would be bad for business.
They cite her much—publicized
comments on gays — she has
called homosexuality a "biological
error" and "deviant" — and her
views on women‘s rights.

The TV show Dr. Laura, to be
launched Sept. 11, is being syndi—
cated nationally by Paramount
Television Group.
"Hate must be a paramount con—
cern," read a banner held above
more than 100 demonstrators who
stood behind police barricades in
front of a Fifth Avenue skyscraper
that houses Paramount‘s offices.
Many represented the Gay &
Lesbian Alliance Against Defama—
tion and the National Organization
for Women, two groups that have
participated in previous anti—
Schlessinger protests in about a
dozen cities.
"Our goal here is to ensure ad—
vertisers know exactly what they‘re
buying," said Joan Garry,
GLAAD‘s executive director,

standing next to a sign that read:
"Dr. Laura: STOP the gay—bash—
ing."
‘This is a matter of profiting
from homophobia; it‘s about cor—
porate greed," said Robin Tyler, a
former Hollywood television pro—
ducer who coordinates an anti—
Schlessinger Web site called
stopdrlaura.com.
Tyler wore a T—shirt bearing the
logo "Are you a biological error?"
and said: "If people of color were
called biological errors, the pro—
gram would not be on the air any—
more."
She also criticized the popular
radio talk—show host for saying that
women should stay home to take
care of their children. "What she‘s

saying is only the rich should have
children," Tyler said..
A
message
left
with
Schlessinger‘s representative was
not returned.
/
Paramount has released a state—
ment saying it supports "the civil
and human rights of all people,"
and that the company is "commit—
ted to presenting society‘s moral
and ethical issues without creating
or contributing to an environment
of hurt, hate or intolerance."
Several weeks ago, Procter &
Gamble Co. pulled out ofa deal to
sponsor Schlessinger‘s TV show,
saying it had become impossible to
separate the host‘s opinions from
the program‘s planned focus,
which is parenting.

Senate Passes
BUYING OR SELLING
By Tom Raum
Associated Press Writer
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WASHINGTON (AP) — After
a furious last—minute lobbying blitz
by the Clinton administration, the
Senate voted 57 to 42 on June 20
to approve legislation that would
make it easier for federal prosecu—
tors to try hate crimes.
Vice President Al Gore inter—
rupted presidential campaigning in
Kentucky to fly to Washington to
be ready to cast a deciding vote
‘should there be a tie in the Repub—
lican—controlled chamber.
He presided over the Senate, but
his vote wasn‘t needed.
Thirteen Republicans defied
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The Gay & Lesbian Alliance
Against Defamation, along with
NOW and the National Mental
Health Association, recently took
out full—page ads in newspapers and
magazines to highlight views
Schlessinger has expressed on her
radio show, and in her syndicated
columns and interviews.
She is heard on more than 400
radio stations in the United States;
her column appears in more than
100 newspapers.
"I‘ m repulsed by her because of
all the hate," said Kelly Lewis, a
protester who works for a film pro—
duction company in New York.
‘"Her message preys on people who
are too afraid to think for them—
selves."

Hate Crimes Measure

their leaders to vote "yes" on the
measure. Only one Democrat voted
"no," Sen. Robert Byrd, D—W.Va.
President Clinton applauded the
Senate action. "This amendment
recognizes that hate crimes are dif—
ferent from other crimes," he said
in a statement. "These crimes af—
fect entire communities and strike
at the heart of our American sys—
tem of values."
Despite the administration vic— —
tory, the bill faced an uncertain fu—
ture.
:
The vote attached it as an
amendment to a massive defense
bill on which more than 100
amendments were still pending.
Shortly after the vote, Senate
Majority Leader Trent Lott, R—
Miss., put the legislation aside and
the Senate turned to other business.
It was not clear when the defense
bill would be up again.
Furthermore, the House has re—
jected such an approach to hate
crimes in the past.
Still, Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,
D—Mass., the principal sponsor,
urged colleagues to "take a clear
and unequivocal stand" for the
measure.
The legislation would add of—
fenses motivated by sexual orien—
tation, sex or disability to the list
of hate crimes already covered un—
der a 1968 federal law.
It also would give federal pros—
ecutors the option of pursuing a
hate—crime case if local authorities
refused to press charges.
:
Supporters cited the 1998 death
in Jasper, Texas, of James Byrd, a
49—year—old black man, who was
dragged behind a pickup truck; and
the death, also in 1998, of Matthew
Shepard, a 21—year—old homosexual
University of Wyoming student,
who died after being beaten into a
coma and tied to a fence.
Wyoming has no hate—crimes
law. Texas has one that punishes
crimes committed with bias or
prejudice asa motive, but it has
been criticized as too vague and the.
last attempt to toughen it failed in

the state Senate last year.
But critics, including Senate
Judiciary Committee Chairman
Orrin Hatch, R—Utah, suggested
that the bill would infringe on state
and local authorities‘ law enforce—
ment authority.
Hatch suggested that, under the
measure, for instance, all rapes
could be tried as federal hate
crimes.
Hatch offered his own version,
calling for a study of whether states
and localities were pursuing hate
crime prosecutions, and providing
$5 milion a year for the Justice
Department to help pay for such
prosecutions.
See Hate Crimes on page 24

Scouts
Continued from page 1
ments concerning expressive asso—
ciation, the Court inexplicably ig—
nored the fact that the BSA‘s
purpose and message has never had
anything to do with sexual orien—
tation," said Varona.
§
"Fo the contrary, the Boy
Scouts‘ oath stresses public service
and honesty, and its Congressional
charter and bylaws make clear that
membership is open to ‘any boy."
The case began when Eagle
Scout James Dale successfully
sued the Boy Scouts for violating
New Jersey‘s anti—discrimination
law after he was expelled when his
sexual orientation became known
through his participation in a semi—
nar on the needs of gay and lesbian
youth. "
As James Dale exemplified so
well, being gay in no way disquali—
fies a young man from being a
model Boy Scout," said Varona.
"We call on all fair—minded
Americans involved with the Boy
Scouts to end that organization‘s
discrimination against gay youth
and live up to the Boy Scouts Oath
and support fairness, honesty and
justice."
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Bucking A Stereotype: Gay Rodeo Hits Salt
By Linda Fantin
The Salt Lake Tribune
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
The day was hot, and $o was Erica
K, her tall, slim body tucked in a
tight, velvet mini—dress and match—
ing black pumps.
Not exactly what you‘d expect
to see at a rodeo. Then again, there
is a lot more to this rodeo than
‘— meets the eye.
For starters, Erica K Gis
California‘s Miss Gay Rodeo,
which is not to be confused with
Ms. Gay Rodeo, who is, biologi—
cally speaking, a real woman.
The first weekend in June
marked the Utah Gay Rodeo
Association‘s first—ever rodeo, and
that‘s no small matter when you
consider this group has been ridin‘
and ropin‘ for 1 1 years.
"The gay community in Utah
has come a long way," said rodeo
Grand Marshal Dean Walton, who
goes by Auntie De‘.
He should know.
Walton, who grew up on a ranch .
in Wyoming, has been part of many
Utah firsts, from initiating the an—
nual pig roastandhigh heelrace to
co—founding the Gay/Lesbian Busi—
ness Association. He also started
the Salute to Cowboys, a 23—year—
old fund—raising event that height
ened awareness for the gay

Lake City

the national blurbs. You would
Western lifestyle. That gave rise to
event. Present were gay rodeo rep—
think it is totally closed off."
the UGRA in 1989.
resentatives from California,
The event, which drew 99 con—
Today, the association has 150
Canada, New York and states in
testants and more than 500 specta—
members, and it took darn near ev—
between.
tors, included traditional events
ery one of them to organize the ro—
Greg Baczek came from Albu—
like barrel racing, pole bend—
deo, which ran Saturday and
ing and bull riding, plus the
Sunday at the Utah State
ever—popular "camp" events
Fairpark.
T
like goat dressing, steer
Fund—raising coordinator
decorating and a wild drag
Chad Keller described all the
race.
hard work that went into mak—
The latter is a crowd fa—
ing the weekend a reality. The
vorite involving one male
cost of the inaugural event .,
— participant, one female and
could near $50,000 when all =
one person dressed in drag. —
the ribbons, buckles and ca—
~Team members pull a steer
tered meals are considered.. _
—— or as one contestantsaid,
"This community really
"it drags you" — across a
stepped forward, and not just.
— chalked line, after which the |
the gay community," Keller
drag queen must ride the ani—
said. "They believedin us and.
mal back across the stripe.
‘that allowed us to take the next:
Fun, but dangerous, said
step."
Clark Monk, first runner—up
It was a milestone not only
to
the
international
for Utah, but for gays every—
association‘s Mr. Gay Ro—
where, said public—television
deo. Monk‘s partner Kris
reporter Jan Sylvester, who is
once took a horn through the
covering the rodeo for "Colo—
jaw.
rado Outspoken," a weekly
Gay rodeos also feature a
program that airs on KBBI in
few heartfelt traditions.
Denver.
f
The Ceremony of the Riderless
"It gives us something positive
querque, N.M., to lend support.
Horse is a farewell to friends who
Sabout Utah and lets the word out — Utah has been in the —news a lot,
have passed away. What‘s more,
that this isn‘t such a bad place," she
Baczek said, and that has created a
profits are donated to charity —~
false impression.
said.
this weekend‘s beneficiaries "in—
"There is a large gay and les—
Several contestants said they
bian community here, but you; ; <cludeCity OfiHopéytthYWCAy’rsi
came to Salt Lake City to show
battered spouse programs and the
wouldn‘t know that if you just read
support for the UGRA and its first

Special Olympics.
Thom Brennan had an espe—
cially tough time returning to Utah
for the rodeo; it was his first time
back since his friend, Salt Lake
City resident Leonard Ray, died of
AIDS in 1996. Brennan and Ray
were partners in and out of the ro—
deo arena, where they competed in
steer decorating, a timed event that
involves tying a ribbon on a steer‘s
tail.
§
Brennan and his new steer deco
partner, Sherry Le, both work for
the Los Angeles Police Depart—
ment, which had a recruitment
booth set up in the arena con—
course. Next to the booth, vendors
hawked T—shirts with such slogans
as "Rodeo Naked" and "Bear
Bum" and photographs of gay lov—
ers.
&
The rodeo is a sign of how far
Utah‘s gay—rights movement has
come, with Gov. Mike Leavitt
writing a letter welcoming partici—
pants.
But it‘s also a reminder of how
far it has to go. When organizers
called—Utah stock owners to rent
animals for this weekend‘s rodeo,
all refused when they found out it
was a gay—sponsored event. They :
ended up using animals from Okla— —
homa City.
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. Because TJN is the largest Gay and Lesbian publication in theMid—South
2. Because TJN has more local newsabout the Mid—South Gay and Lesbian
Community
3. Because TJN has more national news about the issues affecting our

———brothers and sisters across the country and how theyare coping with
them
4. Because TJN has nationally syndicated columnists — Paula Martinac
(Lesbian Notions), David Bianco (Past Out), Romeo St. Vicente (Deep —
Inside Hollywood), an insightful editorial cartoon by Berge every month
and Chelsea Boys entertainment cartoon
___
5. Because TJN has quality local columns like Daniel Forrest‘s Dishing With
Daniel and Butch Valentine‘s Sad to Say/Happy to Hear
6. Because TJN has an almost 10—year history of service to the Memphis Gay
and Lesbian Community and provides FREE ads to many local
organizations
7. Because of TJN‘s extensive FREE local resource directory
8. Because of TJN‘s local FREE personal and classified ads
9. Because of TJN‘s tradition of service to the Gay and Lesbian community
10. Because TJN is fun AND informative and the price is right... FREE!
Special Offer to New Advertisers
Buy one ad and get one FREE*
CALL (901) 454—1411 TODAY FOR AUGUST AD PLACEMENT!
** in a subsequent issue, first ad must be paid for in advance.
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Academy Votes to Have
Gay Dorm Parents
have
anyone to talk to or relate theAt219—year—old
school.
By RebeccaPress
Mahoney
overwhelming."
Associated
Writer tonotisThe
Exeter, faculty members are
new stereotypes
policy alsoaboutgays
will help required
to live in apartments in the
break
down
dormitories for 10 years. Until
EXETER,
NH.
(AP)—Phillips
and
lesbianssaidamong
heterosexual
now, faculty members in same—sex
ExeterEinhaus
Academy
college
adviser
students,
Einhaus,
who
lives
relationships, unlike their hetero—
Cary
wishes
he
had
not
felt
aloneTheinvote
a boys‘at Exeter
dormitory.
soschool
isolated
when heoutwashe wasin high
sexual colleagues, were not al—
and
similar
and
figuring
gay.
lowed to have their partners living
at tworeflect
Massachusetts
with them.
Nowas thehe will
get
a chance
to decisions
prep
schools
how
New
The move puts Exeter in line
serve
kind
ofrole
model
he
England‘s
elite
private
academies,
onceIn craved.
with its sibling and rival, Phillips
once attended
solely byaretheseeking
scions Academy
in Andover, Mass.,
late May,
trustees
atandExeter,
ofrich,
white families,
one
ofthe
nation‘s
oldest
most
which voted last October to allow
gay couples in the dorms starting
prestigious
preplesbian
schools,faculty
votedandto .to embrace
diversity.
"We
want
our
students
to
be
this fall. Concord Academy in Con—
allow
gay
and
accepting
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of areall cord,
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staffto
servehave
as dormitory
parents.
people,
including
people
who
sure in 1997. And Harvard and
Studies
shown
that
gay
said Kathy
Brownbeck,
dean
Yale universities have allowed
teen—agers
are several
times peers
more ofgay,"students.
same sex faculty couples to live in
"The
trustees
and
fac—
likely
than
their
heterosexual
ulty areofour
committed
not
only
to
the
dorms since 1998.
tosuicide.
be harassed at school or attempt equity
All three prep schools have ex—
faculty
but
to
support—
ing
gay
students
and
educating
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tended health insurance benefits to
"It
would
have
helped
me
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dentsThewhopolicy
are notwas
gay."supported employees
the partners of gay and lesbian
II could
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someone
for several years.
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unanimously
by
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and
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kids
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be
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their
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established granting equity for
same sex couples," said Sharon
Britton, Andover‘s spokeswoman.
Exeter trustees began consider—
ing the policy change last October,
just as Andover trustees approved
it. Andover‘s adoption of the policy
did not influence Exeter‘s decision,
Brownback said, but _may ‘have

made it easfer. — —>
As at Concord and Andover,
Exeter officials consulted doctors
and examined research that showed
gay parents were no more or less
likely than heterosexual parents to
have gay children. They wanted to
be able to reassure students‘ par—
ents that having gaycouples living
in the dorms would not change the
teen—agers‘ sexuality, said Exeter
spokeswoman Julie Quinn.
Exeter officials also sent a let—
ter home to parents notifying them
of the policy change. The policy
will not take effect until the 2001 —
2002 school year, so prospective
studentsand— their parents know
about it before their children apply.
The response has been "over—
whelmingly positive," Brownbeck
said. Her office has received nu—
merous phone calls and e—mails,
but only three were negative, she
said.

ads
Phillips Exeter Academy college advisor Cary Einhaus, seen June 15, at
the well—known Exeter, N.H., prep school, is happy to get the chance to
serve as the kind of role model he once wished had been around when he
was a teenager and figuring out he was gay. The trustees of Exeter, one
of the nation‘s oldest and most prestigious private schools, voted in May
to allow gay and lesbian faculty and staff to serve as dormitory parents.

(AP Photo/Lisa Poole)
Reaction at Andover was much
the same: Only seven of about 30
e—mails were from concerned par—
ents, Britton said. And at Concord
the policy "wasn‘t even an issue,‘
said Brian Racine, a science teacher
who has lived in a dorm with his
partner for the past year.
"The transition was so totally
seamless," he said. "The kids have
been incredibly supportive, the fac—
ulty has been behind us all the way.
Idon‘teven have to think aboutit."
Racine said prepatory school
students have a particular need for
gay role models.
"These are the kids that most
likely lead —businesses, become
politicians, that really affect the
world," he said. For example,
Andover Academy is the alma

mater of Republican presidential
candidate George W. Bush.
Scott Taylor, a day student at
Exeter who was interviewed at a
coffee shop in town Tuesday, the
day after school let out, said he dis—
agreed with the policy but would
not be affected by it because he
does not live on campus.
But Jean Rugby, who was visit—
ing the campus with her 13—year—
old son Jonathan, a prospective
applicant, approved.
"As long as the dorm parents are
good and caring people, that‘s all
that matters,‘ she said. "We can‘t
teach (Jonathan) not to discrimi—
nate and then not choose Exeter
because there‘s a policy thatmight
be offensive to some people."‘
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OCALA,
Florida
(AP)beating
— Aa male
peatedly
tried
to
engage
in
sexual
vacuum
hurled
man
accused
offatally
activity
with
another
family
dog,
‘it
against
a
tree.
The
dog
lapsed
dog
because
he
thought
it
was
Jack
Russellthe terrier.
intoFinley
a comamaintained
and was putheto struck
death.
gay was convicted ofanimal cru— a male
"He
felt
that
dog
was
a
elty.
queer—typesaiddogSheriff‘s
and itCapt.
madeMike
him theAdogjuryaccidentally.
George
58, angry,"
found him
couldWitnesses
get upStephens
totestified
a yearFinley,
inthatjail.Finley
McQuaig.
was upset that his wife‘s neutered Prosecutors said Finley hit the
Man Convicted for

gUilty June

13.

A Handy 4—Page Pull—Out Reference to
Bars, Restaurants and Other Mid—South
Resources

The

Triangle Journal Calendar of Events

JULY
Monday, July 3
+Lambda Group
(Jackson, TN) — Davis—
Kidd Conference Room
= 6pm
‘Feast for Friends —
:
hns MeThOdIST =

Friday, June 30
‘"Fifty—One Percent"
sponsored by NOW,
WEVL FM 90, 1pm:

“Saturday,JulyI
*Holy
Community
Casual & Contemporaryi
Service — 5pm
Sunday, July 2
‘Living Word Christian
Church — Services —
10am & 6pm
Holy Trinity
Community Church —
Service — 11am
Safe Harbor MCC —
Services — 11am & 7pm
‘Brothers and Sisters
Bowling — Cordova
Lanes (7945 Club
Center Cove) — 5:45pm
«Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center Town Hall
Meeting — MOVED TO
THURSDAY, JULY 6TH

Friday, July 7
‘"Fifty—One Percent"
sponsored by NOW,
WEVL FM 90, 1pm
*Catholic Mass with
Special Invitation to
Gays and Lesbians — St.
Patrick‘s Cathedral

ph
PRIDEMeeting — 32—

7pm

Members Only
Tuesday, July 4
Independence Day
‘Lesbians with Breast
Cancer — YWCA (766
South Highland) — 7pm
+BGALA — Dinner —
678—5719 — 7:30pm

Wednesday, July 5
«Taizé — First
Congregational Church
— 278—6786 — 6pm
Holy Trinity
Community Church —
‘Service — Zpm
‘Living Word Christian
Church — Service — 7pm

2117 Peabody
901—278—667 3
® 901—278—MORL

+Bluff City Sports
Association Softball —
Wilson Field — 1pm
Brothers and Sisters
Bowling — Cordova
Lanes (7945 Club
Center Cove) — 5:45pm
«WAC Meeting — 272—
3638 — 7pm

OPEN 3—3:
COME .
"HANG OUT"
WITH THE
Guys
«HIV / AIDS Support
Group (Jonesboro) —
7pm
Thursday, July 6
+MGLCC Town Hall
Meeting — First
Congregational Church
— 7pm
‘PFLAG — Prescott
Memorial Baptist
Church
«Cotton Pickin‘ Squares
— Prescott Memorial
Baptist Church — 272—
2116 or 325—6518

‘Holy Trinity ___ "
Community Church —
Casual & Contemporary
Service — 5pm
‘Memphis Bears Club
Night — Pipeline — 10pm
Sunday, July 9
‘Living Word Christian
Church — Services —
10am & 6pm
‘Holy Trinity
Community Church —
Service — 11am
‘Safe Harbor MCC —
Services — llam & 7pm

Monday, July 10
+E—mail
if you actuirl@vahoo.com
calendar!
Tuesday, July 11
‘Lambda Circle, First
Congregational Church
— 278—6786 — 6:30pm
‘Lesbians with Breast
Cancer — YWCA (766
South Highland) — 7pm

Nan Lemons 2722853 Pat Crawford
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Walnut
Grove Road » 901—458—9955|

2865

‘Living Word Christian
Church — Service — 7pm
Thursday, July 13
«NOW Meeting —
YWCA (766 South
Highland) — 7pm
‘BGALA Board Meeting
=~678—5719 — Spm
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares
— Prescott Memorial
Baptist Church — 272—
2116 or 325—6518
Friday, July 14
‘"Fifty—One.Percent"
«sponsored by NOW —
WEVL FM 90 — 1pm
Saturday, July 1s
«Memphis Pride Parade
& Festival — Call 32—
PRIDE for late
breaking information
‘Holy Trinity
é
Community Church —
Casual & Contemporary
Service — 5pm
«Memphis TransGender
Alliance —
memphisgroup@usa.
com — /pm

‘Tsarus Club Night —
Pipeline — 10pm
Sunday, July 16
‘Living Word Christian
Church — Services —
10am & 6pm
‘Holy Trinity
Community Church —
Service — llam
‘Safe Harbor MCC —
Services — 11am & 7pm
«Bluff City Sports
Association Softball —
WilsonField — 1pm
Brothers and Sisters
Bowling — Cordova
Lanes (7945 Club
Center Cove) — 5:45pm
‘WAC Meeting — 272—
3638 — 7pm

Monday,July17
Feast for Friends —
St. John‘s Methodist —
6:30pm
Tuesday, July 18
AIDS Consortium
Meeting — United Way
Building (Union Avenue)
— 3pm
‘Integrity — Calvary
Episcopal — Worship,
Dinner & Program —
6:30, 7:00 & 7:45pm
‘Lesbians with Breast
Cancer — YWCA (766
South Highland) — 7pm
‘BGALA — Activity —
678—5719 — 7:30pm

|@ WJL ELINE

EMPHI

HRS: MON — SUN 2:00 P.M. — 3:00 A.M.
PH: (901) 726—5263
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1382 Poplar
Memphis, TN 38104

The Triangle Journa
+Bluff City Sports
Friday, July 21 Association
—
‘"Fifty—One Percent" James Road Softball
Field
—
sponsored by Now, 11am
MEMPHIS
AT PLAY
WEVL FM 90, 1pm
Brothers and Sisters
Bowling — Cordova
Saturday, July 22 Lanes
(7945 Club
‘Holy Trinity
CommunityChurch — Center Cove) — 5:45pm
1268Madison Casual & Contemporary
\i
Monday, July 24
Service — 5pm
725—1909
‘Lesbian and Gay
«Memphis Bears
e
"Christmas in July
Coalition forJustic
(LGCJy—Main Library
Party
IL".=—Pipeline
——
Memphis‘
(Meeting Room A)— 7pm
y Bar| 10pm—
Wa
come
Tuesday, July 25
Sunday,
July
23
Open 24hours »Living WordChristian ‘Integrity Board
— Calvary
Church — Services — Meeting
Episcopal — 6:30pm
10am & 6pm
‘Lesbians with Breast
‘Holy Trinity
Cancer
— YWCA (766
Community Church — South Highland)
— 7pm
Service — 11am
Safe Harbor MCC —
Wednesday,
Services
— lam & 7pm
July 19
I—

I‘»

“t

\

Wednesday,
July 12
*‘Faize— First
Congregational Church
— 278—6786 — 6pm
‘Holy Trinity —
Community Church —
Service — 7pm.
7

sTalze —First
Congregational Church
— 278—6786 — 6pm
‘Holy Trinity
Community Church —
Service — /pm
»Living Word Christian
Church — Service — 7pm
‘HIV / AIDS Support
Group (Jonesboro) —
7pm
—
Thursday, July 20
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares
— Prescott Memorial
Baptist Church — 272—
2116 or 325—6518

AIDSRESOURCECENTER
1384
MADISON
MEMPHIS,
38104 TN
(901) 272—0855
CLIENT
SERVICES
INFORMATION
REFERRALS
SUPPORT
GROUPS
—
FOOD PANTRY
APublic Service of the Triangle Journal News

The Memphis
Gay and Lesbian
Community
Center
Box 41074
Memphis 38174
(901) 324—GAYS
Space donated as a public
service of the
Triangle Journal News.

Larry Timmerman

Bill Johns

Warehouse
2563 Summer Avenue
Memphis, TN 38112
(901)323—0600
AUNTIQMEM@AOL.COM
Members ofAmerican Cut Glass Association
We Buy and Sell Estates
Wednesday,
Baptist Church — 272—
July 26
,
2116 or 325—6518
—

*Taizé — First
Congregational Church
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‘Living Word Christian
...Saturday, July 29
—
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s
Church — Service
=7pm
‘Have your event(s)
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Thursday, July 27
z <1
«Cotton Pickin‘ Squares
=

15. Oneolg/lndig
16. P & H Cafe*
17. Pipeline
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Deep Inside

TOLULTWOOD:
by Romeo San Vicente

Rudd Gets "Camp"—y
Object of My Affection and Ci—
der House Rules star Paul Rudd is
spending his summerat sleep—away
camp. The actor has joined a cast
including Frasier co—star David
Hyde Picrce, comedienne Janeane
Garofalo: and O: hunk Chris
Meloni in a feature send—up of sum—
mer camp called Wet Hot Ameri—
can Summer. With a title that good,

you‘d think it would be porn‘! But
the independent comedy is a farce
about the last day of summer camp
at Camp Firewood, circa 1981.
Rudd will then segue from the
comedy to highbrow drama. He‘s
to join Jessica Lange in the Lon—
don Revival of Long Day‘s Jour—
ney Into Night, which is expected
to run in the West End from No—
vember through January 2001.

SUSAN
MACKENZIE
Attorney At Law

Pandas Are Homos, Too
Pudgy funnyman Jon Lovitz re—
cently pitched producer John Davis
a character for Doctor Doolittle 2,
the sequel to Eddie Murphy‘s hit
film about a doctor who talks to
animals. Like the original, Doolittle
2 will have celebrities providing
the animal voices that only
Murphy‘s character can hear.
Lovitz did an impromptu routine
about a gay panda, a character he‘d
like to voice in the movie. (A gay
panda‘? No wonder they have so
much trouble breeding in captiv—
ity!) If Davis can get Steve Carr,
the film‘s director, to agree, Lovitz
may get to write his own part for
the flick. The film is slated to roll
before cameras in September.

a woman who is connected to many

Suite 206

TYT

.

UUTuY

527—7701

As other denomination
s
tell you "No,"

;

we continue to proc
laim
a joyous"YES !"

First
UNITED

Congregational
CHURCH

OF CHRIST

An Open and Affirming Church
celebrating the image of God in ever
y pers

on
and the sacred value of every human
life

Come and Visit Us!
Sundays at 9:00 & 10:30 am; Wednes
days at 6:00 pm
246 South Watkins » 278—6786 phone; 278—
2071 fax
Rev. Cheryl Cornish, pastor
Rev. Scott Howell, associate pastor
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zarre love triangle involving a man

(and Internet) is that the studio is

who was raised by apes a la Tarzan.

considering two—time Academy

Young French video director

Award winner Kevin Spacey to fill

Michel Gondry makes his feature

out Carrey‘s mask. Wassup with

debut on the project, which also
stars Tim Robbins, and Notting Hill
roommate from Hell, Rhys Ifans.
Lesbians Have
Something to
Crowe About
Jerry Maguire writer—slash—di—
rector Cameron Crowe is in nego—
tiations to bring Marijane Meaker‘s
lesbian—themed novel Shockproof
Sydney Skate to the big screen.
Told from the point of view of a
17—year—old boy, Shockproofis a
coming—of—age story about a young
man who falls in love with a model
before going off to college. But

It‘s a Girl—Girl Thing _
Lesbians hot for saucy Aussie
Elle MacPherson need to subscribe
to Showtime as soon as possible!
The leggy supermodel—turned—ac—
tress has recently joined a cast of
16 other actors of the female vari—
ety for a four—hour miniseries en—
titled 17s + Girl Thing, set to air on
the cable network early next year.
Girl Thing will focus on the life of

266 S. Front St.

prise his role, word on the street

other women through a therapist
they

all

have

in

common.

he‘s not the only one vying for the
lovely mannequin‘s attention... his
mother (a lesbian advertising ex—
Kevin Spacey

ecutive who thinks her son is un—
aware of her sexual orientation), is

that?

also smitten with the girl. Shock—
proof was first published in the

Another Role for Dick
Former Newsradio star Andy

early ‘70s and has been lingering

Dick, whose constantly changing

some time. With bigwigs Crowe

sexual orientation is a running joke
on Sarrrday Night Live, is negoti—

in "development hell" for quite
and Goldie Hawn (as a producer)
attached to the project, Shockproof
may be finally gaining some steam.

ating to join 8/27»Witéh=Project _
star Joshua
lomnugxl

draft of the
independent comedy
sereenplay convincesMs.Hawn to
1 lation
LAxceny. The lilm is abouwmngwthﬂéﬁmg
naeygn if it‘s
Ship with blonde bombshell Kate
Midwesterner (played by Leonard)
only on the big screen.
Capshaw (a.k.a. Mrs. Steven
who comes to visit his weird,
Spielberg). Other Girl Thing ac—
slightly crazy cousin (played by
tresses include The West Wing star
Million Dollar Murphy
The most popular queer in town
Allison Janney, Woody Allen‘s ex
is Popular creator Ryan Murphy.
Mia Farrow, Law & Order‘s S.
The writer—slash—executive pro—
Epatha Merkerson and the babe
ducer
of the quirky teen dramedy
that rocked the cradle (and Tom
Popular just signed a two—year,
Cruise in Risky Business), Rebecca
seven—figure deal with Warner
DeMornay.
Brothers Television. The deal has
Murphy working on his hit series
through next season and commit—
Quirky Casting Rumors
ting to a pilot for a new, yet—to—be—
While every actor from Johnny
determined youth—driven series.
Depp to Tom Cruise has been men—
Popular
, by the way, was former
tioned in conjunction with Philip
journali
st
Murphy‘s first foray into
Kaufman‘s upcoming Liberace
prime time. The project was origi—
biopic, the latest A—list actor men—
nally developed as a feature film
tioned to be hungry for the role of
before
finding its way to the small
the "confirmed bachelor" is Dustin
screen. Perhaps this means this
Hoffman. Hmmm... Hoffman did
infotainment journalist will have a
tickle the ivories with Warren
hit
show on the WB in a year or
Beatty back in ‘80s flop Ishtar...
two!
Murphy is also shopping
but I‘d hate to think of how the Andy Dick
around a feature film script called
Rain Manstar looks in rhinestones.
Why Can‘t I Be Audrey Hepburn?
Dick) in Los Angeles. When
about
a single woman obsessed
New momma Sharon Stone has
Dick‘s character gets mistaken for
with
the
Breakfast at Tiffany‘s star
inked an uber—deal to reprise her
a famous New York artist, his life
and her queer best friend (also a
role as ice—pick—loving bisexual
turns around. LArceny is currently
Hepburn fanatic). Murphy may
murder suspect Catherine Tramell
shooting in Los Angeles and is ex—
also
collaborate with Sex and the
in Basic Instinct 2. While Michael
pected to be released in early
City
writer
Candace Bushnell (she
Douglas isn‘t expected to reprise
2001.Hairy Situation for Arquette
wrote the column and book the
his role in the sequel to the 1992
Stigmata starlet Patricia
HBO show is based on) to develop
flick, Stone‘s rumored to be $15
Arquette plays a terribly hairy
a
newpilot.
million payday should start a nice
woman who seeks refuge amongst
little college fund for her newly
lesbians who refuse to shave their
Romeo San Vicente knows a
adopted son. Basic Instinct 2 is
legs in this quirky film scripted by
drag queen who bears a striking
expected to roll before cameras this
Being John Malkovich writer
resemblance to Elle MacPherson,.
fall.
Charlie Kaufman. Human Nature,
You can reach Romeo in care of
which is currently in production in
this publication or via e—mail at
Speaking of sequels, New Line
Los Angeles, tells the tale of a
RomeoDeep@aol.com. For more
has been itching to make one to The
woman plagued by body hair
Deep
Inside Hollywood, visit
Mask. Since Me, Myself,. and Irene
(Arquette) and her scientist boy—
w
wo
we
popcorn g .co n,
star Jim Carrey isn‘t game to re—
friend, who get involved in a bi—
www. gay.com,
§
or
www.queery.com.
MacPherson will play a lesbian in—

budget
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HRC Praises Coca—Cola Announcementof Domestic Partner Benefits
WASHINGTON — The Hu— KOLAGE, its lesbian and gay em— place for all people to work. This
are: Home Depot, At sex partners of all eligible U.S.
man Rights Campaign commended ployee resource group, for many extension of benefits is another step companies
lanta Gas Light Co.; BellSouth, employees. It was the first time an
the Coca—Cola Co. June 22 for an— months on this issue, Mills said. toward achieving that goal."
Pacific, Delta Airlines, entire industry, along with its lead—
nouncing plans to extend health HRC WorkNet (www.hre.org/ "The Coca—Cola Company has Georgia
Wachovia, United Parcel Service, ing union, announced domestic
care benefits to same—sex domes— worknet) provided data, strategy provided world—class leadership to Shaw Industries and Gulf Stream partner benefits simultaneously.
tic partners of its United States— and other advice as needed. The the beverage industry, and to the Aerospace.
More than 3,400 private and
based employees.
Coca—Cola Co. released a statement business community in Atlanta and
"Some companies in Georgia public employers provide these
"This is excellent news, and yet June 22 announcing the benefits, all of Georgia by taking this his— are behind the times in their treat—
to their employees. So far
another sign that domestic partner which will begin Jan. 1, 2001. toric action," said Harry Knox, ex— ment of their lesbian and gay em— benefits
this year, an average of five em—
benefits are becoming a standard — According to the statement, ecutive director of the Georgia ployees," said Knox. "We are ployers a week are announcing
component of benefits packages at employees will be able to sign up Equality Project, which represents launching this initiative because these benefits, according to HRC‘ s
forward—thinking companies," said during the fall benefits enrollment Georgia‘s lesbian, gay, bisexual, our gay daughters, sons, fathers, WorkNet, which tracks these
Kim I. Mills, HRC‘s education di— period. The company also said it is and transgendered citizens.
mothers, aunts, uncles and cousins trends.
rector who oversees WorkNet, researching opportunities for The Georgia Equality Project should receive benefits for their Many of America‘s leading
HRC‘s workplace project.
implementing its policy on a glo— also played a key role in working dependent family members just companies offer these benefits in—
"With this announcement, Coke bal basis.
with the company and KOLAGE like everyone else."
IBM, Microsoft, Shell Oil;
becomes the 99th member of the "Our company is committed to to help bring about the new policy. Earlier this month, cluding:
Walt Disney, Fannie Mae,.
Fortune 500 to take this important attractingfmd retaining the most di— GEP also unveiled a new initia— DaimlerChrysler Corp., Ford Mo— Citigroup, Xerox, Time Warner
step," she said.
verse workforce in the world," tive today to persuade nine other tor Co. and General Motors Corp.,
United and American Airlines.
The Human Rights Campaign Coca—Cola said in the statement. Georgia companies to provide do— along with the United Auto Work— andAdditionally,
more than half of
and its Business Council have been "Our goal is to ensure that the mestic partner benefits to their les— ers union, announced they would the Fortune 500 include sexual ori—
working with Coca—Cola and Coca—Cola Company is the best bian and gay employees. These offer health care coverage to same— entation in their non—discrimination
po lCleS
U.S. Appeals Court Upholds Injunction Against Internet
allowing the children in rather than
fruitless, he believes Congress will difficulties in doing so.
led the Supreme Court to strike
By Maryclaire Dale
"So
far,
what
disturbs
me
is
that
making it more difficult for adults,"
pass
another
version
of
the
bill
in
down
an
Internet
censorship
law
Associated Press Writer
an attempt to meet the constitu— the courts are erring on the side of Greenwood said.
passed in 1996.
tional objections.
The act currently under debate,
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — A passed
Greenwood said he believes the
in
1998,
is
limited
to
com—
federal law aimed at protecting mercial sites. |
Serving cur Community
intent
bill — to keep chil—
children from online pornography One ofthe bill‘ s sponsors, U.S. dren outof ofthepornographic
plow/Pemma
sites in
will probably be ruled unconstitu—
the same way. they are barred from —
me when gou ane ready to
James Greenwood, a Repub—
tional, an appeals court said in up— Rep.
adult
bookstores
and
X—rated
lican
from
Pennsylvania,
said
that
holding an injunction against the if attorneys decide more legal ac— movie theaters — is constitutional,
measure.
The Child Online Protection Act tion on the current law would be although there are technological
requires commercial Web sites to
collect a credit card number or Gay Teen Sues School
some other access code as proofof
Steve Solomon
age before allowing Internet users District Over Harassment
| SOWELL& COMPANY
to view online material dcemed
"This type of hatred is learned
behavior," Long said. "It is taught
in our homes, it is taught in our
churches and then it gets validated
in our schools. As a society we
have to refuse to tolerate it."
Titusville Superintendent Ken
Winger declined comment on the
suit‘s allegations.
"We are following up on what
has been claimed and checking our
records of what went on," he said.
"That‘s really the only comment I
can have at this time until we can *
determine what actually tran— .
spired."
Dahle claims in the suit that ad—
ministrators at Titusville Junior—Se—
nior High School were indifferent
to —the harassment he experienced
over five years starting in 1994. By
August 1998, when he was pre—
pared to enter 10th grade, he over— :
dosed on drugs and woke up in the
intensive care unit of Titusville
Area Hospital.
He said the harassment started
with name—calling, but progressed
to punches and other assaults and
threatening notes. Dahle said ad—
ministrators would move him to
different classes to separate him
from tormenters, but didn‘ tell the
tormenters to stop.
:
Dahle started skipping school and
sought treatment for depression at
Northwest Medical Center in Oil
City in February last year, the suit
said. He eventually dropped out. .
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STEVE soromon [{
Broker
MLS
Office (901) 278—4380
Residence (901) 363—1060
81’C—t#*"754
S. Cooper e Memphis, TN 38104
e—mail: STEVENC1@AOL.COM

levi—leather club
CLUB NIGHT
Sat., June 17 — 10 p.m.
PIPELINE
SHOW YOUR LEATHER!
Space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News
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atime

harmful to minors.
&
ERIE, Pa. (AP) — A 17—year—
The 3rd U.S. Circuit Court of old northwestern Pennsylvania boy
Appeals said June 22 the proof of is suing a school district for failing
age requirement places an undue
to intervene. with —anti=—gay harass—
economic burden on publishers,
ment he said drove him to try to
who would have to pay for a commit suicide.
screening system and could lose
Timothy Dahle and his parents,
users whodid not want to register.
Ronald and Diane Dahle, of
It also said the act‘s definition
Titusville, last month sued the
of harmful material as that which Titusville School District in
offends "contemporary community Crawford County for failing to put
standards" is impossible to enforce a stop to harassment that started
because community standards — when the boy was in sixth grade.
vary, and Internet publishers do not
The lawsuit, filed June 8 in fed—
know where their users live.
eral court in Erie, says Dahle real—
"Harmful to minors‘ means one
ized he was gay or bisexual when
«thing in New York and another in
he was in sixth grade. He claimed
a small southern community," said
that since that time he was sub—
David Sobel, lawyer for the Elec— jected to name—calling, obscene
tronic Privacy Information Center, jokes and physical assaults.
one organization challenging the
Dahle said in the suit that he re—
law.
§
ported the harassment to school ad—
Senior U.S. Circuit Judge
ministrators, but no one did
Leonard I. Garth called the law
anything to help.
"Congress‘ laudatory attempt to
"I know our small rural commu—
achieve its gompelling objective of nity is not. the only place this is
protecting minors from harmful
going on," Diane Dahle said. "It is
~ ~material on the World Wide Web,"
happening everywhere across the
~ but said in the court‘s 34—page rul—
U.S. We want to change things for
ing that it will probably be ruled
these children."
unconstitutional.
She declined to discuss the law—
—— Other plaintiffs in the suit suit or its claims because of the on—
against the law include the Ameri—
going litigation. The Dahles‘
can Civil Liberties Union, the attorney, David Long, said the dis—
online publication Salon, the Phila—
trict failed to help Dahle, and ef—
delphia Gay News, bookstores and
fectively denied him access to an
sexual health publishers.
education because he skipped
Garth said Congress had not school and eventually dropped out
adequately addressed concerns that to escape the harassment.

Mid—South

The Gay Memphis Resources Directoryis
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, but have
not been charged. All phone numbers are
area code 901 unless otherwise noted.
(* Indicates TJN distribution points.)
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart*: 2214 Brooks Rd E. #
345—0657.
&
Cherokee Adult Book Store*: 2947 Lamar
# 744—7494,
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
White Station # 683—9649.
Getwell Book Mart*: 1275 Getwell # 454—
7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center®*: 2432
Summer # 323—2665.
. Tammy‘s #2: 2220 East Brooks Rd # 396—
9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell— Rd = 744—
4513.
Tammy‘s #4: 5937 Summer Ave # 373—
5760.
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Amnesia*: (Closed for remodeling) 2866
Poplar # 454—1366.
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street = 276—
5522.
Bourbon Street Cafe: (In the French Quar—
ter Suites, 2144 Madison # 728—4000.
Buns on the Run: 1528 Madison # 278—
2867 (278—BUNS).
Chaos*: 60 South Front'ﬂ'578—VIBE (8423).
Crossover*: 851 Island Road _Co|umbus.v
MS # 601—327—0942. *
Crossroads*: 1278 Jefferson # 276—8078.
501 Club*: 111 N: Claybrook = 274—8655.
In the Grove*: 2865 Walnut Grove Road #
458—9955.
‘J—Wags*: 1268 Madison = 725—1909.
Jake‘s Place: 356 N. Main # 527—2799.
K.A. Karma: 394 North Watkins = 276—
5566.
Lilly‘s DimSum Thensome: 903 S. Coo—
per # 276—9300.
:
Lorenz*: 1528 Madison # 274—8272.
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison #—278—
9839.
Mélange; 948 South Cooper. # 276—0002.
Metro Memphis*: 1349 Autumn # 274—
8010.
N—cognito*: 338 South Front # 523—0599.
One More*: 2117 Peabody = 278—MORE
(6673).
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Air—
ways Blvd. #701 # 396—1969, 3727 South
Mendenhall = 3622989, 7716 Poplar
Ave., Germantown # 757—1212.
P.& H Cafe®*: 1532 Madison Ave. # 274—
9794.
f
Pipeline*: 1382 Poplar = 726—5263.
Rumors*: 637 Hwy 145 South, Shannon,
MS # 601—767—9500.
The Jungle*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North,
Jackson, TN # 1—901—668—3749.

Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
~ Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157 # 276—
0168 or 276—4762.
Bluff City Sports Association: Box 41803,
Memphis 38174—1803 # 682—9928.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League: #
465—4371 — Richard Andrews.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
Square Dance Club + Meets Thurs.,
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church » 2298
Elzey, Memphis 38104 # 272—2116.
Crossroads: African American Gay men‘s
motivation/support/social group. Meets 1st
& 2nd Fridays. Conrad R. Pegues, 1902
Freemont Ave., Memphis 38114,
crpegues @ aol.com.
4F: Leather/Levi group » 3663 Appling Lake
Dr., Bartlett 38133.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
AIDS Service Organization * 1384 Madi—
son, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or #
278—AIDS.
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Wor—

664—6614 for information, e—mail:
burtren@aeneas.com
Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center #
454—1414.
Safe Harbor MCC: 2117 Union Ave., Chapel
# 458—0501.
s
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
Center # 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Southern Country Memphis: Country
Western Dance Club.
Southern Sisters: Support group for
transexual women (male to female) #
728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progres—
sive Christian Church » Sun. Service 6:30
p.m., meets at the Center, 103 Berry Rd.,
Nashville, TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.
Sunshine Travelers: Meets every other
Tuesday at 7 pm at The Jungle, = 788—
4PLA (4752)
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409 = 357—
1921.
ship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm; Bible
study: Wed. 7 pm; 3430 Summer # 320— The Mid—Towners Bowling League: #
323—3111 — Linda Etherton, 342—4630 —
9376.
>
James Bailey.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club « Box 41082,
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
Memphis 38174—1082.
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm » c/o Calvary
U of M Students for Bisexual, Gay &
Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd # 525—
Lesbian Awareness (BGALA): BGALA
6602.
‘clo Office of Greek Affairs Box 100, U of
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis |
M 38152 =
278—5825 email:
Lambda Center = 276—7379.
bgala@cc.memphis. edu.
Jackson Lambda Support Group: Mem—
phis Lambda Center # 901—427—1500 for Univ. of Miss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
Assoc.: GLBA, PO Box 3541, Univ., MS
information.
38677 =
662:234—1258 email:
Living Word Christian Church: Worship
glba@olemiss.edu, website: http://
Service Sun. 10 am & 6pm, Wed. 7 pm «
www.olemiss.edu/orgs/glba. ~>
340 N Garland # 276—0577.
Loving Arms (Servicesfor HIV+ Women UT—Martin ALLES: Campus and:commu—
nity. Alternate Weds: 5 p.m. Info 131F
& Their Children): Shelia Tankersley,
Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
P.O. Box 3368, Memphis, TN 38173 #
neilg@utm.edu # 587—7301.
725—6730.
:
f
p
Memphis Area Gay Youth(MAGY): PO WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 # 335—
# 678—3339.
MAGY for info; website:www.geocities.
com. westhollywood/l 772).
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
Memphis Bears Club: PO Box 111094 — Bear Trappers BBS: §ervmg Nashville &
Memphis 38111—1094 = 276—4823, e—
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
mail:
http//members.xoom.com/
COUNSELING SERVICES
memphisbears.
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union Ave.,
Memphis Center for Reproductive Health:
Ste. 315 = 726—1284.
1462 Poplar Ave # 274—3550.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Cen— — Kent.D. Fisher,LPC, BCSAC: Group &
{Individual Therapy # 458—7164.
®
ter (MGLCC): Box 41074, Memphis 38174
Fully Alive! A center for personal enrich—
# 324—4297.
ment. Susan Taranto, MPS & Carol
Memphis Lambda Center*: Meeting place
Schlicksup, MA. Individual, couples &
for 12—step recovery programs * 1488
group therapy. = 323—2078 » Sliding fee
Madison = 276—7379, 726—6293, 527—
scale.
1461, or 327—3676.
Gary Gardia, M.Ed., LCSW: Midtown loca—
Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for
tion; grief, loss; Lesbian,Gay &
Justice: Box 241363, Memphis 38124 e—
transgender; individuals, couples # 527—
mail: Igc}@ gaymemphis.com, web page:
1098.
http://www.gaymemphis.com/lgc}.
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian, Bi— Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
family counseling, rebirthing # 761—3435.
sexual, & Transgendered Pride Events »
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Psy—
Box 111265, Memphis 38111 = 32—
chological Counselor» Simmons, Kelman
PRIDE, e—mail;: MphsPride@aol.com. .
& Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd, Ste 316
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
# 369—6050.
7
support group ® c/o Barbara Jean Jasen,
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist ®
Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 #
Mystic Krewe of Memphis United:
767—1066.
41 S. Century, Memphis, 38111.
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
National Organization for Women (NOW):
Couple Counseling, # 761—9178.
Box 40982, Memphis 38174 # 578—3286
Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW: # 578—
or e—mail at memphisnow @ hotmail.com.
9107.
New Beginnings (Adult Children of Alco—
M. Todd Puckett, MS: Individual & group
holics): Memphis Lambda Center # 276—
therapy. e 5180 Park Ave, Ste. 125 #
7379 or 454—1414.
869—0300 ext. 1 » Sliding fee scale avail—
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians
able.
& Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031, Mem—
Jim Shaw, MA, PhD, CMSW: # 327—4055.
phis 38187—2031 # 761—1444.
J. Kent Usry, CMSW: Individual, couples,
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays
bereavement & sexuality counseling. #
(P—FLAG): Jackson, TN 38305 # 1—901—

CARDS & GIFTS
Inz & Outz*: 553 South Cooper = 728—
6535.
GGS Gourmet: # 278—6218 or on the web
at GGSGourmet.COM
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SERVICES
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
# 745—3300.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Resi—
dential, 24—hr. service, free estimates #
327—6165.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
Memphis Lambda Center = 276—7379.
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Alliance: Leather/levi club « Box 42174,
Memphis 38174.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: 578 Harrell St., Mem—
phis 38112 = 320—0000 or 274—8321.
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis:
Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
Aphrodite: 3430 Summer Ave, Memphis —
38122.
BGALA (Students for Bisexual, Gay &
Lesbian Awareness): # 729—3915.
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Community Resources
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Design

(901) 454—1411

578—9107.
DENTAL SERVICES
William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist « 79
North Cooper # 685—5008.
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, account—
ing, estate planning # 753—1413.
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave.,Ste 305 #
458—0152.
Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant, Smith
Barney Inc., 1661 International Dr., Ste.
200 # 818—4134, 800—227—4146, fax: 818—
4233.
FLORISTS
Botanica: 937 S. Cooper, # 274— 5767 1—

email: FamilyMag@aol.com, http://
members.aol.com/familymag/
homepage.html.
Recovery Times: Free monthly newspa—
per focusing on addictions & recovery.
Distributed in Memphis, Jackson, & Nash—
ville TN # (901) 377—7963.
Triangle Journal News: Free monthly
newspaper published by Printers Ink «
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485
# 454—1411, Fax: 454—1411 *51, email:
memphisTJN@aol.com,
website:
memphisTJN.com.

MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Antique Warehouse: 2563 Summer # 323—
0600.
Bereavement Express: A unique way to
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688. :
express your sympathy to family, friends,
Park East Florist: 6005 Park = 761—2980. —
co—workes, clients. = 578—9107;
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
Biorhythm Charting. Nuemerology, Tarot
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 # 278—
Reading, Chinese Astrological Lunar
5002.
Placement Interpretation and Yin Yang
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/print—
Sticks. Personal consultations by appoint—
ing service—resumés, thesis, manuscripts,
ment only: = 377—7701.
etc. = 795—4308.
Bliss Salon: 2111 Madison # 726—6100.
J.W. HMustrations: Pen & Ink drawing of
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper # 725—
homes # 386—8193.
0521.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 4541411.
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration & appli—
RK Photo: Black & white photography,
ance repair # 274—7011.
processing & printing services. Full color
Have Bar Will Travel: Bartending for pri—
post card advertising. Call # 452—2766 or
vate functions » Lisa Gray (The Peabody
e—mail: btag69a@prodigy.com.
Hotel) = 726—5910.
See—S: Portraits & photography # 327—3760.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
meditation classes # 682—0855.
Affirmation: # (708) 733—9590.
Lavender Earth*: 852 S. Cooper, # 272—
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
2853.
f
Gay & Lesbian Helpline: = 1—888—340—
Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializmg
GLBT (Mon.—Fri., 5—10pm Sat Sun., 4—
in greeting cards for lovers only « P.O.
Opm). .
Box 676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: = 1—800—2857431
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, ser—
(24 hr. help & information for Lesbians,
vice & repair, Heating & AJC. « 1447
Gays, transvestites & transexuals).
National, = 327—6887, 327—7395.
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—800—
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*: An—
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
tiques, Art, Painted & Unusual Furnish—
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 324—GAYS
ings « 2228 Central # 725—0049.
*24—hrs. Live Operators 7:30—11pm.
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
Human Rights Campaign: = 327—2677,
exp., ref., onsight est., « = 274—0281
jmaynard2@ earthlink.net
evenings or weekends.
LINC: # 725—8895.
PetCare Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
house sitting by competent, caring couple
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT youth
# 726—6198.
hotline (Mon.—Fri., 3—9pm) # 1—800—399—
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis # Busi—
PEER.
ness: 377—1075.
Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Aveol
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: # 274—
272—STAR.
7477.
The Limo Connection: # 521—0331.
Transvestite—Transexual National
TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent
Hotline: # (617) 899—2212 (8—2am, Mon.—
Gatewood # 481—7900.
Sat.).
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
LEGAL SERVICES
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar # 682—
Wayne C. Gulledge: 4673 Highway 51,. N.,
2170.
Senatobia, Miss. 38668 # (662) 562—
Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop & Groom—
0030 phone & fax.
ing Salon * 3700 S. Mendenhall # 794—
Davids Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870
3047 or 365—9716.
Union Ave # 274—6824.
Vantek: Internet Services * Box 111324,
Deborah K. Brooks, Attorney At Law: 200
Memphis 38111—1324 = 324—4999, e—
Jefferson Ave. # 529—8888.
mail: viadmin@vantek.net.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law: 1545 _
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Union Ave. = 278—1004.
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney De—
Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N.
velopments: 194 Looney Ave. # 525—3044.
Main, Ste 3310 = 525—0417.
Joanna Johnson, Realtor, Clay Johnson
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
Realty: 757—B West Poplar Ave. = 853—
5118 Park , Ste 232, # 684—1332.
0237.
Jason O. Young, Jr.: 147 Jefferson, Ste
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
806, = 728—4000.
Realty: # 377—1057.
LODGING
Steve Solomon, Broker, Sowell & Com—
ABC (Affordable Basic Comfort) Retreat:
pany: 54 S. Cooper = 278—4380
Nightly/weekly rates on smoking and non—
TRAVEL
smoking rooms # 377—7701.
Diverse Excursions: = 726—4672 or
French Quarter Suites: 2144 Madison #
dx_jon@yahoo.com.
523—8912.
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
The King‘s Cottage: Newly renovated, 87—
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
89 Clark Place, Midtown Memphis # 722—
Second # 525—5302.
8686, www.thekingscottage.com.
Travel Customized by Jean Morris: Mem—
MASSAGE SERVICES
ber International Gay & Lesbian Travel
ABC A Bodywise Company Retreat: Re—
Association # 465—2936.
laxing therapeutic, full—body massage/
TJN IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
sports massage. Biorhythm charting. By
LOCATIONS
appointment. # 377—7701.
Bookstar: 3402 Poplar Ave. # 323—9332.
Massage by Jim: # Pager 541—0579.
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave. #
Massage by Michael: # 278—5475.
720—5621. _
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body mas—
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
sage by appointment. # 761—7977. _
Rd. Ext. # 683—9801.
MEDIA
Memphis and Shelby County Public
Family & Friends: Free monthly magazine
Library: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.
* Box 771948, Memphis 38177—1948, =
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
682—2669,
_ Fax:
685—2234,
Mendenhall Rd S. = 682—3326.

_
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Court Hears Case on Who Should
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Mis—
sissippi prisoners‘ rights attorney
Ron Welch has told a federal ap—
peals court the American Civil Lib—
erties Union had aggressjvely
sought to replace him as lawyer for
inmates with HIV.
Welch and the ACLU appeared
June 5 before a three—judge panel
of the 5th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in New Orleans.
Welch, of Jackson, Miss., said
the ACLU sought to take control
ofa class—action lawsuit involving

the HIV inmates in late 1998, dur—
ing a period when Welch had not
heard from the prisoners.
A medica! expert has testified
that during the period in question,
covering more than a year, prison
doctors provided poor and outdated
HIV treatment to inmates.
Welch said he had interpreted
the absence of contact with the in—
mates as a meaning there were no
problems. In reality, he said, "they
bypassed me and went to the other
counsel."

Represent Mississippi‘s

The ACLU is appealing several
issues involving the lawsuit, in—
cluding a lower court‘s ruling that
Welch should remain as the court—
appointed attorney.
Jane Hicks, a Jackson lawyer
with the ACLU, said the HIV in—
mates wanted to be represented by
other attorneys.
"It‘ s about the rights of inmates
to choose their counsel," Hicks
said.
The appeals court will rule later
on the case.

Gay Man Awarded $10 Million

in

Employment Discrimination Suit
By Samuel Maull
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — A Man—
hattan jury awarded $10. 16 million
June 22 to a nightclub manager
who charged that he was emotion—
ally and physically abused by the
club‘s employees for months be—
cause he is gay.
The State Supreme Court jury
found that managers ofthe Supper
Club on West 47th Street Subjected
Steven Minichiello, 42, to "a hos—
tile or abusive work environment"
and then fired him because he is ho—
mosexual.
Minichicllo sobbed uncontrolla—
bly and embraced his lawyer, Alan
Rich, when the jury announced its

award. "I feel blessed that the jury
saw that people shouldn‘t be
treated. like this," he said. "It‘s
wrong."
a
Now a manager at the
Copacabananightclub, Minichiello
had been manager since early 1992
of the Blue Room, a cabaret—type
space within the Supper Club. He
says his troubles began in 1994°
when a new general manager
rived.
One ofthe first things the new
boss, Andre Cortez, said to
Minichiello when he saw him was,
"I sure hope you‘re not working for
ne," Rich told the jury in closing
arguments.
Cortez fired Minichiello on July
_ 29, 1995, after several months of

Advocates

Rally at

Pittsburgh

Restaurant for

Same—sex Benefits
PITTSBURGH (AP) —The Eat
‘n Park restaurant in Squirrel Hill
wasn‘t the place for smiles June 4.
That‘s when three dozen activ—
ists picketed the restaurant as part
of an ongoing campaign to get the
University. of Pittsburgh to grant
medical and other benefits to same—
sex partners of university employ—
ces.
The activists targeted Eat ‘n Park
because university trustee Suzanne
Broadhurst also serves as director
of corporate giving for the restau—
rant chain. She is the wife of Eat ‘n
Park CEO James Broadhurst.
Holly Lewis of the Equal Rights
Alliance. one of the picketing
groups, said the pickets were de—
signed to call Suzanne Broadhurst
to "public accountability" on the
same—sex benefit question.
Cliff Miller vice—president of
communications for Eat ‘n Park,
which —has 76 restaurants in Penn—
sylvania, Ohio and West Virginia,
didn‘t understand why the group
picketed a restaurant in its fight with
the university.
"This is America and we believe
in free speech, but Eat ‘n Park has
nothing to do with this," Miller said.

The university had a spokesman at
the restaurant handing out letters to
customers explaining that the pick—
cts weren‘t directed at Eat ‘n Park.
A leaflet distributed by the pro—
testers also explained that the pick—
ets weren‘t targeting Eat ‘n Park.
But at least one sign toted by a
demonstrator lampooned the
restaurant‘s trademark "smiley
face" cookies by depicting a frown—
ing cookie.

anti—gay slurs, assaults in which he
was forced to his knees and his hair
pulled, and threats to cut off his
blond ponytail.
Minichiello said he was told that
cutting off the ponytail "would
make me look more like a man."
The defendants in the lawsuit
are Cortez, the Supper Club, and
Oliver Hoffman, a partner and
manager at the club.
Nehemiah Glanc, the defen—
dants‘ lawyer, told the jury in clos=
ing arguments that it would have
made no sense for the defendants
to keep Minichiello around as long.
as they did if they were
homophobes.
Minichiello was an "at will"
employee without a contract, and
club owners could have fired him
anytime they wanted without legal
repercussions, Glance argued. He
said Minichiello left the club be—
cause he wanted to.
The jury deliberated about three
hours before awarding Minichiello
$8 million for past pain and suffer—
ing $2 million for future distress.
The jury also gave him $160,000
for four years of lost wages — from
1995 to 1999.

HIV Cases

Inmates with HIV at the Missis—
sippi State Penitentiary at
Parchman signed a petition in De—
cember seeking Welch‘s removal.
Attorneys for the ACLU‘s Na—
tional Prison Project claim Welch
was aware of inmates‘ complaints
about medical treatment but ig—
nored them.
Welch said he received a letter
from—an inmate in March 1997
complaining about medical treat—
ment. He said he was pursuing an
administrative remedy that eventu—
ally made medical treatment for all
state inmates the responsibility of
the University of Mississippi Medi—
cal Center in Jackson.
‘"My strategy worked. We got
UMC," said Welch.
—
The medical center in July 1998
began to provide treatment to state
prisoners, including those with
HIV.
In March: 1999, however an

expert for the ACLU testified at a
lower court hearing that prisoners
continued to receive substandard
treatment that he described as dan—
gerous.
Combination therapy, a treat—
ment that substantially prolongs the
lives.of many people with HIV,
was widely accepted by the medi—
cal community by late 1996. In
June 1997, the National Institutes

of Health issued guidelines for
combination therapy in treating
HIV.
In July, a federal magistrate or—
dered the state Corrections Depart—
ment to implement the new therapy
and report its progress to the court.
Corrections Department attor—
ney Leonard Vincent told the ap—
peals court panel the state was in
the process of implementing the
new treatment.
"We were doing exactly what
the court ordered all along,"
Vincent said.
Welch told the court that it was
his responsibility to assess the ve— ~
racity of prisoners‘ complaints and
to protect the court from frivolous
complaints.
:
"This one wasn‘t frivolous,"
said U.S. District Judge Donald
Walter.
Vincent said the ACLU
shouldn‘t receive payment because
it had not been successful in its at—
tempt to have the court appoint an
independent medical expert.
U.S. District Judge Fortunato
Benavides said the fact Mississippi
had speededup implementation of
treatment could be viewed as a suc—
cess.
f
"They got there a little faster,
didn‘t they?" Benavides asked.

_THE MID—TOWNERS
Fun with a Ball
New Friends — Old Friends
Maybe Even a Date!!
No Politics — Just Fun
Call
James Bailey 342—4630
or Linda Etherton 323—3111
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Take Pictures?
Share Them!

Send your pictures to
TJN
P.O. Box 11485
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Denomination Reviewing Ban on Gay Clergy
The Indiana church, which has 48,000 wholeheartedly.
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — An Indi— members,
"We have folks who are hurt and
is among the growing number searching
ana church denomination will review its of congregations
debating
issues
of
ho—
22—year ban on ordaining openly gay mosexuality within their religions. It will believe." and anguished about what to
ministers, even afterits leadership voted appoint a task force to come up with a Disciples of Christ, which has its in—
to keep the ban in place for now.
headquarters in Indianapolis,
review plan and a timeframe by Novem:— ternational
The regional board of the Christian ber,
does
not
have
a national policy on or—
Weisheimer
said.
f
Church (Disciples ofChrist) voted June "In our churches, we have people who daining homosexuals,
leaving the mat—
20 to maintain the ban, but also called feel that it is immoral, people who think ter to its 35 regional churches.
for a review process that will take it is not biblical," Weisheimer said. "We Since 1978, the Indiana regional
months. said the Rev. C. Edward have folks who are compassionate but church has had a policy that no "avowed"
Weisheimer, the chureh‘s regional min— not
affirming, and people who support it practicing homosexual can be ordained,
ister, or spiritual leader; for Indiana.
MGLCC would like to THANK the
following people and organizations
for their generous contributions to our party.
Our Party would not have been possible
without their support!
— OSteve Dolomon
Gold Strike Casino Underground Art
(Bron/r) Distributors
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Circuit Playhouse
Dr. William Castle
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares Graffiti Graphics Memphis Pride
"An Affair To Remember (Lisa Talarico)
Pink Palace Museum
MidtownGalleries & Auction
BGALA

Tangles Hair Studio
Mike Vinson
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And Our Many Wonderful Volunteers!
The Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center (MGLCC)
Board of Directors would like to say...

MEMPHIS PRIDE
We support you!

will be at the Parade and Festival
on Saturday, July 15
WITH BELLS ON!
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And we

Weisheimer
said.similar
Threebans,
otherwhile
regional
churches
have
one
supports
the
ordination
of
homosexuals.
A churchforcommission
that
considers
candidates
ordination
requested
the
review
after
hearing
from
a
seminarian
who said he was gay, Weisheimersaid.
The
nearlyfrom
completed
masterseminarian
ofdivinityhasdegree
Christianhis
Theological Seminary in Indianapolis.

Triangle Journal
Obituary Policy
The Triangle Journal News is
pleased to publish obituaries
of members of our
community to make note of
their passing.
See page 2 for information
on how to make submissions.

feast for
Frignds —
4
Mon., July 3 —
Mon., July 17
6 p.m., Dinner at 6:30 p.m.
$t. John‘s United Methodist Church
(Peabody &Bellevue)
Feast for Friends is a service of Friends For

lifenityforincluding
the HIVpeople
infectedlivingandwith
affected
commu—
HIV
or
AIDS,
their friends,
caregivers,
familywho
and arefriends.
While
the
dinner
is
free,
those
able
are requested toexpenses.
make a donation to offset
AdvertisingspacedonatedasapublicserviceoftheTriangleJournalNews
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MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES, PREVIEW BOOTHS AND MIN—THEATRES
(Brooks Road Only)
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
791 N. White Station Rd.
(Open 24 hours)
683—:9649 ~

"

Executive South (East)
1847 E. Brooks Rd.
345—0825
§ Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North)
2532 N. Watkins
358— 8642
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Study Finds

July 22
Gonorrhea

(30311121031

=

mcm

Rates

Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — Gonorrhea

Talk Live to callers from across the U.S.

linked to AIDS.

cent. The Northeast was the only
region to show a decrease — 0.8

health problem with serious impli—

percent. The South showed an in—

government reported June 22. _

cations, and we needto continue

crease of 8.7 percent and the West
an increase of 6.5 percent.

A Centers for Disease Control

strong efforts to prevent it and all

and Prevention survey of all 50

sexually transmitted diseases in

Nevada had 49.4 cases per

states showed a 9 percent increase

certain populations," Mosure said.

100,000 people in 1997 and 86.2

in the rate of gonorrhea — from

Health officials in Iowa reported

cases per 100,000 in 1998. The

121.8 cases per: 100,000 people in

gonorrhea increases among meth—

largest decrease was in Wyoming,

1997 to 132.9 per 100,000 in 1998.

amphetamine users and their sex

The rate had fallen 64.2 percent

partners, and many states saw in—

from—1985 to 1997.

creases among gay and bisexual

The highest gonorrhea rate was

men. Mosure said she believes the

in Mississippi, with 391.5 cases per

South Dakota is near the top of

where gonorrhea cases fell 33.7
percent.

states that saw increases in the

introduction of more effective

100,000 people, and the lowest rate

sexually transmitted disease from

drugs to fight AIDS has led to re—

was in Maine, with 5.4 cases per

1997 to 1998. The rate in the state

laxed use of condoms.

100,000.

rose 28.3 percent in that time pe—

"There does seem to be some

The CDC said preliminary data

riod; third behind Nevada‘s 74.5

real: increases in the overall num—

from 1999 may show gonorrhea

percent increase and Wisconsin‘s

ber of gonorrhea cases due to un—

rates declining again, but health

47.2 percent.

safe sexual behavior," she said.

officials still consider the number

Gonorrhea can cause pelvic in—

Some states said improved test—

flammation and infertility in

ing was partly responsible for the

Crimes

Senate

also

accepted

of cases too high.

Lott suggested that, unless some

tion—supported bill, saying it would

way was devised to separate the

"federalize" many violent crimes.

unrelated amendments, the entire
defense bill might have to be in—

"State laws are working and
doing a fine job," Lott said.
Clinton met with Byrd‘s family

definitely put aside.
Earlier Tuesday, the Senate re—

June 19 in Houston and renewed

Later, Gore called the vote "a

jected, 50 to 49, a Democratic—

his appeal for Senate passage. Byrd

sign of hope for all of America"

sponsored amendment that would

was dragged to death on a country

and had special praise for families

have allowed military women sta—

road by a trio of white men.

of hate—crime victims. They have

tioned overseas to obtain abortions

The president cited FBI statis—

waged "an extraordinary effort to

at military hospitals — if they paid

tics that showed almost 8,000 hate

turn their grief into a challenge for

for them with private funds.

crimes were reported in 1998, the

went on to approve Kennedy‘s.

Currently, such abortions are

our nation," Gore told reporters.
Asked about criticism that his

Meet guys on the bulletin board

increase of any region — 16.4 per—

States after years of decline, the

The

Call Now!

The Midwest had the highest

transmission of HIV, the virus
"Gonorrhea is a significant

Continued from page 1

QPEN 7 DAYS

Debra Mosure. It also facilitates the

ids on the increase in the United

Hatch‘s amendment, 50—49, then
GED and checks accepted at #1 and Fantasy Warehouse # 4 only

increase in reported cases.

.women, said CDC epidemiologist

By David Pitt

Hate

NOW RENTING DVDs

Climbing

latest year available.
©The legislation would add of—

prohibited.

fenses motivated by sexual orien—

return to the Senate was politically

Gore announced the vote and,

motivated, Gore said, "It‘s my job."

at one point, after Byrd complained

tation, sex or disability to the list

Senate Minority Leader Tom

about noise and confusion, urged

of hate crimes already covered un—

Daschle, D—S.D., interrupted to

senators to take their seats and stop

der a 1968 federal law.

add: "I asked the vice president to

milling in the front of the Senate.

It also would give federal pros—

come back because the last time

The vice president, as the con—

ecutors the option of pursuing a

this legislation was up, it lost by

stitutional president of the Senate,

hate—crime case if local authorities

one vote."

may vote in cases ofties.

refused to press charges.

.

Before the vote, those on both

Kennedy‘s measure would ex—

sides warned that it would be close.

the phones to try to solidify sup—

pand a 1968 federal law that de—

However, in the end, more than

port for the measure.

enough Republicans joined Demo—
crats in voting approval.

fines hate crimes as assaults

While an almost identical bill

motivated by the victim‘s race,

was passed overwhelmingly by the

color, religion or national origin as

The vote further bogged down

Senate last year, this time it

the victim attempts to exercise cer—

the defense bill, which has now

touched off heated debate over

tain specified federally protected

become a catchall for many pet

whether the measure infringes on

activities — including voting or

pieces of legislation. Earlier, a

state and local powers of law en—

attending school.

campaign—finance proposal pushed

forcement.

by Sen. John McCain, R—Ariz., was

His measure has 42 co—sponsors,

Lott opposed the administra—

including six Republicans.

added to the bill.

MONTHLY MEETING
THURSDAY, JULY 13, 7 P.M.
NATION AT
ORGANIZATION
FOR WOMEN

YWCA » 766—S.—Highland St.
for more

information, call 578—3286

Lesbian Notions
by Paula Martinac
— See Page29>
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President Clinton also worked
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Who was

Michel

Foucault?

in particular, seemed barely able to
In 1976, most Americans ig—
talk about anything else.
nored a philosophy book published
Yes, Foucault agreed, there was
by Michel Foucault, a French phi—
a problem, but no, it was not re—
losopher they had never heard of.
pression. The problem was the way
But when The History of Sexual—
in which Western Culture viewed
ity, Volume I appeared in English
some people as unnatural and per—
in 1978. it created a sensation in
verted. Ever since doctors first
U.S. academic circles.—The book
started addressing sexuality, Fou:
slaughteredthe sacred cows:ofthe
cault argued, they have created a
gay liberation movement, the
veritable zoo of perversions with
sexual revolution. and Freudian
psychoanalysis in just 159pages.
The privately homosexual Fou—
cault, 52 when the French edition
ofthe book was published, had al—
ready established himselfas a lon
of French philosophy. His analy—
ses of the idea of normality and
abnormality in prisons and psychi—
atric hospitals were so well—re—
ceived in France that many felt he
was the rightful successor to Jean :
labels like zooerasts, auto—
Paul Sartre, then the reigning icon
monosexualists (masturbators),
of French philosophy. Americans
and
homosexuals. Once the catego—
finally noticed his work when he
ries were created, doctors got busy
focused his attention on sex.
trying to determine the essence of
The 1978 book began with an
each perversion. Some imagined
assault on a belief widely held
that the cause lies in a biological
among progressives. From the
mistake, while others were con—
early 1900s, sexual liberals, in—
vinced they could find it in a
cluding most psychiatrists, gay
personality, the unfortu—
liberationists and proponents ofthe
‘nate
result
ofa flawed upbringing.
sexual revolution, believed that
Thisperpetual nature/nurture argu—
Western culture had a big sex
ment held no interest for Foucault.
problem: repression. Foucault
would have none ofit. If our cul— Instead, he claimed that the:catego—
ries of. sexuality doctors had cre—
ture is so repressed, he asked, why
ated," the heterosexual, the
have we been talking so relent:
homosexual, and all the others
lessly about.sex_ for the last 125
were just arbitrary inventions of
years? According to the historical
modern medicine. Sexual pleasures
sources he—cited, a few medical
can be taken in many ways, he
texts in the
1800s started the
wrote, but categorizing sexual de—
longest, most public discussion
sire is pointless.
about sex in history. Psychiatrists,

Baptist Agency

# —

—AA

Foucault went on to say that
when doctors label people perverts,
they create the very thing they
claim to want to treat. In his most
controversial arguments, Foucault
asserted that homosexuality is not
born of nature or nurture, but is
socially constructed. When doctors
created the profusion of perver—
sions, they unwittingly produced
the models that gave rise to gay,

~UK —

~—¥ A #

#4 #P%
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recommended a battle against any
power that tried to restrict or regu—
late sexual pleasure.
The book‘s attack on gay libera—
tion left American gay libbers cold.
Activists were fighting a pitched
battle against the Moral Majority,
and reversals of gay rights ordi—
nances in Florida and elsewhere
foretold the rise of the Christian
Right. In the middle of some ofthe

phy as a promising approach to
overcome stereotypes that attrib—
uted women‘s secondary position
in society to genetic influences, and
many gay and lesbian intellectuals
have since embraced Queer
Theory, a philosophical attack on
homophobia based on Foucault‘s
work.
Foucault died of AIDS in 1984,
but the :debates and tension he in—
spired between activist and aca—
demic communities lives on.
Wik
Wikholm
produces
gayhistory.com, an introduction to
modern gay history. He can be
reached on the site‘s discussion
boards,
—or. by
~e—mail_:at
wik@gayhistory.com. For more
Past Out, visit www. planetout.com.

lesbian and other sexualities. In — worst setbacks since the inception
Foucault‘s opinion, these identities
of the gay liberation movement in
For further reading:
are themselves a form of oppres—
the late 1960s, many activists found
Eribon, Didfer, 1991, Betsy
sion. Above all, the philosopher
the French philosopher‘s pro—
believed in freedom, and he argued
nouncements ill—timed, unsup— Wing, trans. Michel Foucault.
Cambridge: Harvard University
that when a person accepts the la—
portive, and impractical.
bel homosexual or heterosexual,
Foucault was received more Press.
Foucault, Michel, 1978. The
possibilities of pleasure are fore—
warmly on college.campuses.
closed and sexual freedom is sur—
When Foucault visited the Univer— History ofSexuality, Volume 1: An
rendered.
sity of Buffalo in 1972, he could Introduction. New York: Pantheon
"
Though he was sympathetic
barely attract a hundred people to Books.
Katz,
Jonathan
Ned,
1995.
The
with gay liberationists, Foucault
his talks, but at a 1980 lecture at
thought they, too, were on the
the University of California at Invention of Heterosexuality. New
‘wrong track. When American ac—
Berkely, his fans were so enthusi— York: Plume.
Miller, James, 1993. The Pas—
tivists encouraged gays to come
astic that police struggled to con—
sion
of Michel Foucault. New
out, called for gay pride, and de—
trol the overflow crowd that
manded gay rights, Foucault dis—
gathered outside the lecture hall. York: Anchor Books.
Rabinow, Paul, ed., The Fou—
missed their efforts. In his opinion,
Many feminists and gay and les—
these actions simply confirmed the
bian scholars endorsed Foucault‘s — cault Reader.. New York: Pan—
idea of sexual categories he found
social constructionist philosophy in theon.
so oppressive. Instead offighting
spite of activists‘ reservations.
for homosexual rights, Foucault
Feminists saw Foucault‘s philoso—

Smithwick said the organization to children in the cabinet‘s custody,
will not change its core beliefs.
it keeps 25 children on a separate
"A lot of the children who are contract with the Department of
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — An brought to us are confused with Juvenile Justice.
Jon Goldberg, a Louisville at—
executive committee of the Ken— their identities, and we don‘t think
tucky Baptist Homes for Children, employees who may introduce ho— . torney representing Families and
whose policy not to employ gay mosexuality as an answer are the Children, said the clause allowing
«people is being challengedin court, best role model for the children," the cabinet to stop sending children
voted unanimously June 23 to ac— Smithwick said. "Our main mis— to Baptist Homes was part of pre—
vious contracts, though not clearly
cept restrictions on a state contract sion is for the children."
The Kentucky Cabinet for spelled out. The cabinet wanted to
that has provided more than half the
Families and Children pays Bap— clarify it because of Baptist
agency‘s revenue.
The decision was made during tist Homes to care for 277 children Homes‘ employment policy, which
who are its wards. The contract the state considers discriminatory,
a closed meeting.
At issue is the church agency‘s expires June 30. The state offered Goldberg said.
refusal to employ openly gay work— a new contract with two significant
The employment policy came to
light after Smithwick fired Alicia
ers and a lawsuit that resulted from restrictions:
—Baptist Homes would have to Pedreira as a social worker in 1998.
its firing of a lesbian social worker
reimburse the state for legal costs Her termination statement said her
in 1998.
"Some state social workersob— of any lawsuit that resulted from "admitted homosexual lifestyle is
:
contrary to the Kentucky Baptist
jected to our employment policies, its policies.
—The
cabinet
could
stop
send—
but it was, is and always. will be —
Homes for Children core values."
our position that the.admittedho ing‘ children to Baptist Homes for
Pedreira sued in— federal court,
mosexual lifestyle is contrary to any reason.
naming Baptist Homes and the
"As part ofthe new contract, we state as defendants.
Kentucky Baptist‘s core values and
will
agree to bear the financial re—
When asked about the lawsuit,
is not the best interest of the chil#
dren we serve," Bill Smithwick, sponsibility for defending our val— Smithwick said that Baptist Homes
president and CEO of Kentucky ues,"Smithwicksaid.
has not broken any laws and the
Baptist Homes‘ budget last year courts will show that. |
Baptist Homes for Children, said
According to Smithwick, the
during a news conference after the was $21 million, of which $12 mil—
lion was from thestate. In addition _ state refers about 75 percent ofthe
session.
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Ponders State Demands on

~—By Loni Blll'llllg:
Associated Press Writer

4.

Hiring

Gays

children in the homes.
"If the state doesn‘t agree with
our policy, then they don‘t have to
refer any children," Smithwick
said.
s
Smithwick said during the news
conference that without the state‘s
money, Baptist Homes would have
to lay off workers and return to

being a smaller organization.
Baptist Homes, which traces its _
roots to 1866, served 3,800 chil—
dren and adults last year — most
of them on an outpatient or coun—
seling basis. It has eight residen—
tial facilities and about 1,800
children in private foster—care pro—
grams throughout the state.

By Butch Valentine
Butchffl @bellsouth.net

»
Butch Valentine is taking ‘a much needed vacation
from his writing duties, having spent most of the last
several months preparing for, and staging the. annual
Friends For Life‘s 13th Annual Auction Against AIDS
which was held Sun., June 25.
4

His column will return next month.

Pridefest 2000, Washed

Out or Washed

fore a final decision can be
made.

have had to be cancelled any—

For over six months, Pride
has been my full—time job, albeit

vided enough. I challenge you

way (floats are not allowed in

an unpaid one. No one was more

any rain).

disappointed than me or worked

and have no issue with Pridefest
2000 being called off.

It started with a whisper by a
person perceived as "close to

At 2:30 p.m. thunderstorms
moved into Midtown. Had we
proceeded, the parade would

already hold issue with Pride‘s
mission.
Suddenly, before you know

The festival could

it, the "truth" about why
Pridefest 2000 was postponed
was anything but weather—re—
lated.
Since the June 15th decision
to postpone, I have had many,
many calls trying to verify any
number of rumors that have ab—
solutely no basis whatsoever
other than people trying to stir
high drama where it isn‘t
needed.
No, I have not skipped town
with Pride‘s money.

No, there was not a permit
problem that caused the post—
ponement.
No, there is no love triangle
on the Pride board that led to the
problem.
No, aliens did not come down
and turn us straight or any other
off—the—wall story.
I can tell you firsthand what
the problem was, but it‘s with—
out any drama, so brace your—
self:
The forecast for June 24
called for severe thunderstorms
and rain, not just one forecast,
all of them. Channel 24, 13, 3,
5, 10 and The Weather Channel
all agreed. Now I know what
you are saying: "But it only
rained for an hour or so and it
wasn‘t that bad ..." If you lived
in Horn Lake/Southaven,
Frayser/Millington or even
Germantown you got drenched

Our community has been di—

harder. Working with Pride is
a passion and requires total

because of the weather.
Now for those who say that

commitment and dedication.
Now as to the future and July

we don‘t melt in the rain, rain 15, and all the new rumors
wasn‘t even the entire issue — (which get even more exciting).
No, Shane Trice is not tak—
thunder and lightning were. An
ing over Pride.
open area, metal poles and trees
Let‘s put the record straight,
— it would not have been a
at presstime an offer has been
pretty sight.
Seriously, the board of Pride made by Trice Management
(Pridefest 2000 lead sponsor
was presented with the situation
that rain was inevitable and to and owner of Backstreet and
proceed forward without insur— Metro) to hold the festival in the
ance would be suicide to the or— parking lot beside Backstreet.
The intent is to lower the lo—
ganization. The board of Pride,
gistical
cost of having the event
whose duty is to act as trustees
at
the
park,
thereby loweringthe
of the organization, had to make
overhead,
due
to the extra ex—
a decision based on what was
penses
resulting
from the June
best for Pride, and it did. We
17
cancellation.
did not want Pride to be in a po—
Pride board members areun—
sition in which there might not
available
to meet before July 2
be a festival at all—or ruin it fi—
regarding
the offer and will
nancially for 2001.
most
likely
wait until the July 3
Thanks to the great number
members—only
meeting of Pride
of people who supported our

ByHankKurzJ
APSportsWriterr.
RICHMOND,Va.(AP)—JohnRockeri
s goingbackt
o one—innings
the majorleatginutess.for the AtlantaBraves‘
Momentsa
f
t
e
r
finishingthel
e
a
s
t
impressiveofh
i
s
t
h
r
e
TripleAteama
t Richmond,Rockerwasrecalledbytheparentclub, RichmondpitchingcoachMike
Alvarezs
a
i
d
.
Rocker,25,gott
hBravesdidn‘texplain
e newsafter workingtheninth
inningin a Juneeca1l3 game.
Alvarezs
a
i
d
the
why
Rockerwasbeingr
ed after his six—daystay, his
firsRockerwasbanishedt
t in theminorssince 1998.Thelockerroomwascloseda
f
t
e
r
t
h
e
gameandRockerwasunavailable.
o the minorleaguesthe weekbeforebecauseofcontrol
problems.
Healso
wasf
i
n
e
d
$5,000f
o
r
aconfrontationbeforeahomegamewithSportsI
l
u
s
t
r
a
t
e
d
r
e
p
o
r
t
e
r
J
e
f
Pearlman,
n DecemberfeaturingRocker‘sremarksdisparaginggays,minoritiesandforeign—
Cwhowroteastoryi
rs.In the article, thepitchersaidhewouldneverplayf
o
rideHealsocalledablackteammatea"fatmonkey"ands
asubwaytrain "nextto somequeerwithAIDS." or aaNewYorkteambecausehedidn‘twantt
:
id, "I‘mnotaverybigfanofforeigners. . .
Howtheh
e
l
didtheygeti
n
t
h
i
s
country?"
;
CommissionerBudSeligsuspendedRockerf
or thefo twoweeksandthef
irst monthoftheregularseasonandf
ined himlso
$20,000,butana
r
b
i
t
r
a
t
o
r
reducedthesuspensiont
i
n
e
t
o
$500.Thepitchera
wasorderedto undergosensitivity training.
Rocker Headed

COCKPIT

by the Memphis Gay and Les—
bian Community Center will be
held at First Congregational on

1—900—745—2064

or 327—7433 beginning July 4
where you can receive up—to—
date information on the record—
ing.
Again on behalf of Pride, I
apologize for any inconve—

CANT GET THRU?
1—900—884—1060
+ a 00%
GAY MALE

CALL]

REAL LOCAL PHONE NUMBERS
GAY & ALTERNATE LIFESTYLES
1—900—745—1184
CANT GET THRU?
—1—900—933—1030

THE TEA ROOM
Anonymous TEA ROOM TALK
CALL NOW AND BEND OVER
HUNG JOCKS GET IT ON
1—900—745—2754 |
usa — 1—888—697—2626 — we
$2.49—3.99/MIN — WWW.XAPEX.NET « 18+

Spring Clean—up Time!

CARE
Carpet®Upholstery
RV‘s=Trucks=CarInteriors
**Stain
FurnitureRemoval
Moved
RustRemoval
** PetOdorControl
24HourServick FREE ESTIMATES
327—6165

‘8 CARPET

* SteamClean
* Pretreat

* Deoderizer
* Disinfectant

JA

p

Carpeteuaro Avaizasce

RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL
LEE WATSON
Owner

John

THE

to let go of any negativity you
may harbor and support Pride.
A town hall meeting moderated

3 meeting, Pride officials will
begin contacting all participants
regarding the finalized plans for
July 15. Individuals may con—
tact the Prideline at 32—PRIDE
have started late, but low
attendence would have resulted

niences and assure steps are be—
ing taken to keep this from ever
happening again.

SWEATY BATH HOUSE ACTION
CALL NOW AND PILE ON
PHONE SEX IS SAFE SEX

Thurs., July 6, at 7 p.m. to ad—
dress community concerns over
Pride. I urge you to attend and
let your voice be heard.
After the members—only July

No, the board has not mis—
managed the money in any way.

being held at Holy Trinity Com—
munity Church at 7:30 p.m .be—

decision; and to the very vocal
few that were upset, we are sin—
cerely sorry for your inconve—
nience.

By Daniel Forrest

Pride" and told to people who

Up? Rumors Abound

Back to the Majors

Sheridan Lambe, Lcsw
Specializing in
¥¥ Grief
Relationship
Counseling
Counseling
¥ Depression/Anxiety Counseling |
6263— Poplar
Ave
¥
Suite
605
901—761—9178
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From

the

Life

of Winston

Birk

Fiction by RandolphJackson. _

\

4

\

poor bastard, call the cops and pre: hanainUin the bathioom? Should I -tumed to the other man. “Get up'” chanically. This was most unusual
Tendhe‘d heard something from the help him?" Winton Birk paused He took the man‘s face in his right. "Forchim.and in fact it was well
Synopsis: Winston Birk found a key
hallway, but this was his. He had a with his hand to his chin. "He is hand. "Ifonly I hadsome smelling: known that Memphis drivers were
that he thinks is to an apartment in
chance—to
be in on something from the key."
salt," he thought.
some ofthe worst in the world. But
his building. His unquenchable
Embarrassed by the man‘s na—
. Winston Birk suddenly remem— Winston Birk did not fear because
curiosity has led him on a quest to the beginning. He wouldn‘t have to
kedness, Winston Birk grabbed a bered a trick he had heard about.
he had is marker, the dent in the
find the apartment.door.that key fits. . . hear about it on the news or read
Looking over the.vanity and left rear quarter panel signifiedhis
In the last episode, Winston found about it in some newspaper; he was towel and threw it over him. He
the apartment and a dead body in it.
going to live it. Winston Birk thought of throwing water in his through the small trash can the‘ acceptance. —He—was,dclinitcly
would be in the middle of things face. He had seen that in the old found just what he was looking for. Memphis. And he knew ofthe un—
Episode Three:
as it were.
movies; it always seemed to work. Holding the man‘s foot he pricked — <written laws ofthe highway.
|
"What was that?" he thought.
He opened the door and cuffed "But what about the handcuff?" he him in the end ofhis big—toe. The —
There was the two—car rule ob?
"Surely. I didn‘t just hear that." He
to the towel. rack—was the second: thought. "How will I get the cuffs reaction was instant. The man served at every intersection, which
got to his Feet and lookedabout. No
man. The yell for help must have off?"
wasn‘t awake, but his nervous sys— allowed two more cars to pass
one. Where had the sound come
been his last gasp. Taut arms ex—
He tried some cool water, tap tem surely was. He waited a couple through after the light changed (this
from? It must have come from the
tended, he hung from his wrist. His: ping it on the man‘s face. He was of minutes. A tiny drop of blood was most problematic for new—
body lay naked and motionless in: awkward around him, wanting to ran from the man‘s toe. "Come on, comers and often resulted in the
hall. But people didn‘t yell for help
the tub.
anymore — it was pointless.
wake the man but not disturb him. wake up." A slight hic—up emerged loss ofthe traffic cherry). A sort of
People never stopped to help for
Unlike theliist body, Winton Winston Birk was growing tired of from the hanging man. "Yes. "Hello" welcome to Memphis if
fear of their own lives. "Where
Birk was not repulsed by the look this. "What could he do?" he That‘s it."
you will.
didn‘ td Took?" he questioned. His
ofthis man and caught himself star— thought. "He‘s chained to the
Winston Birk got some more
And of course there was the=
mind traced his movements from: ing for just a moment. The subtle wall."
water and began to splash it over mandatory U—turn, only legitimate
the door to his position now over
way his ribs emerged from under
Suddenly, feeling in control, he the man‘s face, throwing it from his after a two full years of residency
shis skingithe way his —dark hair slapped the man forwards and then fingertips the way you might douse and the prominence. of the
the body.
<e
"Help me. somebody!" The slightly covered his face; his length. backwards. His head flailed side to the flame ofa grill. "You‘re alive.
"dinger."
sound was coming from the hall— and proportion, all made Winton side. His weight hung even heavier Come on." There was a sense of.
These were small nuances only
way. Winston Birk moved closer Birk feel different than he had hey now from his wrist. "Fuck him," concern in his voice. He knew he learned after a significant degree of
to the ery Tor help.‘ Sttindiiwcli— Tore: He wasn‘t repulsed; he was Birk thought. "Two dead guys,and — must get this man up and awake.
interaction, but Winston Birk had
rectly in front ofthe "Boys Room" captivated.
«=they‘re both naked. I hope nobody —
His efforts were paying off; the never mixed much with the public
now, he could make out a faint fig—
Suddenly, he felt powerful as walks in." He chuckled to himself man was coming around. It was at large and so one day he had gone
ure through the etched glass ofthe never before. He was in control. "I as he walked back into the living slow, but a certain tension devel— to the side of his car with a ball
door. "It could be, a trap. Perhaps should close the door and leave roomof the apartment. His initial oped in his muscles and as Win— peen hammer and, as if adminis—
it‘s the killer sind caught—him by now." he thought. "Now before it‘s fear was gone, and he was looking . ston Birk knelt over him his head tering a swift blow to the cranium,
surprise. trapping him in the bath— too late." He couldn‘t because he about the room now paying closer _ turned and his eyes opened.
struck the rear quarter panel ofhis
room. And only now has he de— had waited all his life for something attention to its contents:
"Jip, help me." Winston didn‘t car. He had stood back and looked
—
cided to tempt fate and Ture me in real:=
There were several pictures understand,
f
at the dent determining ifit was in
pretending to be the innocent vie—
He knew there could be no turn— about the room; a few on the walls
"My name is Winston. Are you fact large enough to pass inspec—
tim of circumstance, slaying me as ing back now. All his life he had looked to be Impressionist prints. okay?"
tion.
my back is turned," he thought.
heard about and read about and Some candles and small pieces of
"Help me."
This was typical ofthe old Win—
Winston Birk backed away from studied, but never lived it. He had bric—a—brac set atop a bookcase.
"What happened?"
ston Birk. He had short circuited»
the door, "Maybe this had beenhis been a watcher, never getting in— Winston Birk admired books and —
"You‘ve got to get me out of his fate with the fender bender by
plan all the time to plant the key, volved or saying too much, or as— leaned to the side reading from the here. Help me."
what he considered keen observa—
commit the murder and then. wait serting his opinion on anything. spines. It was a decent enough li—
No one had ever been in need tion, but he now realized he had
for someone to come, creating an Winton Birk had been on the side— brary, but he wondered had he ac— of Winston Birk — ever. And here missed something.
air—tight alibi. But that was too lines. But this key, this plain, ge— tually read the books, or just bought was this picturesque man hanging
"Here it is. Turn in here." Paul
easy, and what if no one ever found neric key had found him and now them for show. Many times he had from the towel rack by handcuffs pointed to the driveway through thc
the key? What if I hadn‘t come in, he had one dead body and possibly inquired about such novelties out needing him. He would help him glass.
what then"?"
two before him. "Think. Think." ofcuriosity and found the books to not only because he had been
There weren‘t any cars in the
Winston Birk was puzzled. The He pushed the possibilities around be unread, showpieces of the strangely attracted to him at first driveway, but Paul got out any way.
§
excitement of just finding the apart in his head.
overtly intellectual shelved more sight, but more so because he As he walked towards the house he
ment had been more than he: was,
"The fat guy is obviously dead. for conversation than edification.
needed to. There was a new man
motioned for Winston Birk to fol—
used to. and now here he was with His fucking head looks like a to—
The room revealed very little coming out in Winston Birk, who low. His urge was to leave now and
one corpse and a ery for help. He mato mop. But what about this love about its occupant, but that he had no longer ignored or neglected so— never mention any ofthis to any—
wanted to just run out and leave the slave or whatever the hell he is been to New Orleans recently and — ciety at large and got involved.
one, but as Paul stood at the door— /
the man in the bathroom hand—
In one rash move he ripped way he noticed the handcuffs
cuffed to the towel rack had accom— — down the towel rack and slid the dangling from his wrist. He didn‘t
panied him. The face in the picture handcuffs over the end. The man remember undoing them. "When
looked somewhat like a local was free. It was uncharacteristic of did he unlock those?"
weatherman, but Winston Birk Winston Birk to act so intently and
While he wanted to leave, he
M.A.G. Y.
couldn‘t be sure. And the crowd — without regard, and as he freed the also wanted to follow Paul into the
and the beads around his neck were man he also felt a sense offreedom.
house. Curiosity was part ofit. Af—
definitely from Mardi Gras.
Perhaps, he had also broken free.
ter all, he had found the key and
Memphis Area Gay
Winston had heard stories ofthe
The man‘s name was Paul. He this is where it had lead him. He
wild orgies and all night parties at had wanted Winston Birk to help also couldn‘t deny the strange feel—
Youth
Mardi Gras, but had never ventured him get away from the apartment.
ings he hadfor Paul. Perhaps it was
to go himselffiguring once he had They rode in Winston‘s car, an old nothing more than intrigue, but for
heard about it that to go would be Dodge Dart somewhat rusted once, in his life he was going to find
pointless. But there was something around the fender—wheels with dis— out first hand. "Hold on."
Peer support and
changing in Winston Birk, and he tracting whitewall tires, to this girl
©2000 SWB
wasn‘t exactly sure or exactly con— named Jip‘s place. It wasn‘t far
discussion group
Need to catch up? The first two
scious of it. The generic unidenti— from where Winston Birk lived.
fiable key had not only unlocked
As he drove he noticed that Paul episodes ofFrom the Life of Winston
Call 335—MAGY
the door to #721, it had unlocked looked over his shoulderfrequently Birk are available by e—mail for free
the door to discovery for Winston as if expecting to see someone fol— or for $1 to cover postage and
handling.. E—mail requests to
Birk.
lowing him. Their ride was with—
memphistin@aol.com;postal
He was no longer content to sit out conversation except for the requests to Triangle Journal News,
|
website:
on the sidelines as it were and occasional direction from Paul — P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN
watch while others took the stage; left here and right there.
www.gaymemphis.com/magy/
38111—0485.
Winston Birk was living. He re—
Winston Birk drove almost me—
Published as a public service of The Triangle Journal News.
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Lesbron
Notions +
: by Paula
Mtit‘tieruic

f

The Assumptionof‘
Heterosexuality
< Lesbians and gay men.toss the

ge

~i together by a coupleof very smart. ‘care ofthis publication orat — Lesbian _ Notions
lesbians in Newfoundland who are LNeolumn@aol.con. For more www.planetoufwm ,
dedicatedto eradicating all types:
of heterosexism, from the annoy—
f Are you living with
ing to the harmful. Called "The
Heterosexism Enquirer," their site
~ (www.mun.ca/thé) is an elaborate
spoofofthe tabloid The National
Enquirer and boasts a lot of humor—
ous headlines and photos. But it
_.
includes extremely useful ar—

vivir

HIV/AlDS

~

‘ticlesandan extensive bibliogra—
phy about the effects of: straight

and need help?> _ ——
Now there‘s an answer.
Family Services of the Mid—South
has been awardedagrant to providea variety of:services.
to help people with HIV/AIDS ii mprovetheir lives.

You may be eligible for:
privilege on quality. of lifeissues
like health care.
_*Case Management —
Pass the URL along to some of
heterosexism ‘is whatthe organized
* Housing Placement
vse
shies
honmplinhni around a AJOty~leshran and gay movement does. — your straight colleagues and fam—
* Support groups for. individuals; partners, family
GLAAD, for exairiplc,is vigilant ily members; they‘II get a taugh out
sometimes inaceurately. It lllthluy
members
=_
Ts
s
Sify
[—
means a fear or dread of homosexu— at pointing out
cover ofit, but theyII learn some things,
s
Individual
and
family
counseling
st
als. something that gay bashers and | age of gay peopleand events is too. Then pick up a pen and write
* Resource Identification
w
‘ some icligiouslundtinicntrilisis homophobic inaccurate or nonex— ~a letter to a business, doctor, orga—
nization or servicethat has made
* Emergency assistance forfood, rent medicine
«harbor. but —miany straight people — astent.}
don t. What they ticttiallv (In liniBut icsistinu more mundane — heterosexist assumptions about
utilities.
_ formsof lictcroscXismis ajobthat you. Unfortunately, it won‘t be > tare
>~lf you‘d—like:mentionnatmnon:these free
“7
isa s=
till 0 — Us. hdvb to take on. Many hard for youto comeup withone
services,
call
452—6208
andask
for
information
about.
HOPWA
mat
«PaulaMartinac‘is
the
author
of
tim" our efforts actually work.
;
(
Housmg
Opportunitiesfor
Peoplewith
AIDS)
3
seven
boo/cs
She
car
776
‘reachea
lt‘ﬂl’luphﬁhld llltth\ Fay ‘Notlong ago, 1 filled outa form —
people the focal point of attention, — for my ﬁraduatc school‘s alumni
hetcroscex ism does—the.opposite==, 5 kuyInthe.blank for "spouse". —
«it senders us couiplciclyinvisible. J wroteinmy—partner‘s. dtstinctly e
"When its Ill\lllllllt)|‘ltlll/c(lthis femalename.However, when the_
i
kind of obliviousness ‘is h‘lld to
proof of my entry camein the mail
fight, because even when tS exz. . for my approval, I was listedas
postd. many straight peopletake| "single"; someone had decided L
the cowardly route and ignore it to couldn‘t have a female spouse. I
avoid controversy. As a‘ conse wrote the alumni association a fu—
quence, we haye to check off rious letter detailing what had hap—
"single" on our taxes. on credit ‘pened. To my surprise, the
applications,. and on other. official president wrote back apologizing
forms. regardless of how long and informing me that the associa—
Dave A Lattle :
we‘ ve been with our partners.‘ And tion would, in the future, change
we te routinely denied the same its loinis to includc domcstic part—
Party
A LOT
health—care benefits for our ptlllllLlS ner.
that our straight married co—work—
Granted, collcﬂc alumni direcers enjoy.
tories aren‘t that important. The ex—
Heterosexism also determines perience I just related is on a par
what welearn and dont learn from with, say; a gay manhaving to deal
the media. During the recent U.N. with a telemarketer who requests
—
Women 2000 conference in New to speak to "the lady ofthe house."
wae cee our une oe see we mee mme ons me mun mee me one
York. ABC News anchor Peter Or how about a lesbian mother be—
Jennings profiled organizer
ing repeatedly asked, "And what
SWIM
lotte Bunch. who. received a hu— does you husband do for a living?"
“mummltenanewngmrtobwmehmmwemmmﬁngmg
manitarian award. this year from These are annoyances you could
new DJ, Don‘t worry, We have a fill—in. All SERIOUS inquiries should
President Clinton while Hillary cither confront of shrug off, de—
f
contact Shari or Dedra to schedule an interview.
«looked on beaming. Jennings "re—
pending on the kind ofday you‘re
~~~N~J~~n~~~~~~
port acknowledged Bunch as one having.
ol (the leaders of the global
But heterosexist assumptions
womens movement. someone can be more than just an annoy—
Tuesday, Jmy gth Independence Day Patio €& PoolParty
Gloria Steinem herself turns to ance. Consider another example
1pm—tpin featuring
when she‘s stumped by an issue.
with more. serious ramifications.
«40 Draft Beer, .50 Hot Dogs & Hamburgers
You may already know that All too frequently, the medical
Bunch is a long—time. out lesbian— questionnaire that gynecologists
Happy Hour prices ‘til 7pm
Feminist activist and theorist. But require their patients tofill out asks,
if you didr‘t knowthat, you would "What kind of birth control do you
have neverlearned it from the ABC use?" If a woman leaves it blank
Wet T —Shirt & Wet Hozxer Contests — Most Patriotic Costur
report. Jennings glided over her life because she‘s a lesbian, the doctor
Who had the MOST FUN Contests.
from babyhood to the present as if will press her in person for an an—
there had been nothing in between, swer. Lesbians have to deal with
Don‘t miss out on all of the FAMILY & FRIENDS Celebration. For those that have to work
leaving viewers free to assume that this question by cither coming out
on Wednesday — Get here Early and go home early. Festivities are from1—7 por
Bunch is straight. You might see on the spot or, if we‘re afraid to be
this as homophobia. but Jennings honest, fudging the truth and com—
may have assumed that Bunceh‘s promising our medical care.
sexual orientation either wasn‘t
Consider how much better it
F—Mail as as — tothersidefifacLcom
important enough for a brief pro— would be for all patients, lesbian
Sead us your name & E—Mail address and you can siert
ile or else could be controversial. and straight, if the question read:
receiving Sidelines and other special asmouncersents by £E—Mail
The omission is particularly offen— "If you use birth control, what
You can pick up a form at the Bar ur E—Mail your request.
@ H3,
bulpsftheotberaide.ourfamily .com
Come visk us soma.
sive if you consider that the U.N.
kind?" That simple rearrangement
conference. which Bunch was in— of words could make a huge dif—
JA8F Huy 45 N
strumental in organizing, haggled
ference in the kind ofrelationship
(Exit 82—B off 1—40 then 3 miles N at Ashport)
over sexual orientation before fail—
lesbians have with their doctors and
Jackson, TN
"Jackson‘s Only ‘Friendly Bar"
ing to include the term in its 150— consequently in the health care they
#11—668—3749
(Security)
Open 7 days a week @ 5 pm (7 pm — Sat.@ Sun)
receive.
page platform on women‘s rights.
Recently, I found a website put
Combating this kind of
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Moes
CLASSIFIED RATES: Personal,
non—commercial ads FREE. Limit
of 30 words (including address or
phone number) and a $2.00 charge
for the use of our P.O. box. Please
specify if you want to use our P.O.
box. Commercial ads are charged
at the rate of 20¢ per word, $3.00
minimum. Phone numbers and zip
codes are free. Deadline for ads is
the 15th of each month. Send to
Triangle Journal News, Box 11485
Memphis,
TN 38111—0485.
Classifieds must be submitted in
writing and must include your name
anda telephone number where you

I —F
IE
(D
.S
area. Exclusive resort for men &
Our worship emphasizes the Will pay cash and give free photos
women. Hot tub. Country club privi— sacraments, preaching, music, lay as payment. Also interested in dis—
leges. Greenwood Hollow Ridge, participation and reverence.
creet no strings attached sexual
13 Stopple Road, Eureka Springs,
For .more information, please encounters that may or may not be
AR 72632, (501) 253—5283.
contact Don Stokum at P.O. Box related to photography. Please write
The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast— 181538, Dallas, TX 75218, by e— with recent photo to: Photos, P.O.
Circa 1896. Located on Eureka mail at wree_pstr@yahoo.com, or Box 7838, Jackson, TN 38302—
Springs Historic District loop close by phone at 214—320—0288.
0838.
to downtown shops & restaurants.
Free For All. To Record, Browse &
Heup WanteD
Completely renovated for comfort Cashiers. Adult Retail, Full—Time, Send. Wild Local Dateline! 901—
but still maintaining its old world Part—Time, Weekends. Must be 18 565—0006, Pub #641, 18+. 100%
charm, elegance & romance. Pic— yrs. old with 2 forms of valid ID. Local.
turesque tree—covered hollow. The Must have experience. Apply at GWM, 36, 6‘3", 200#, good looking,
Arbour Glen, #7 Lema, Eureka 791 North White Station, 1874 East long hair with hazel—blue eyes, in
Springs, AR 72632, (501) 253—9010. Brooks Road or 2532 North good health, seeking GWM, 21—30,
Senior Pastor Wanted. White Watkins.
slick, slim & sexy for romantic lover.
Rock Community Church, the Janitors. Adult Retail, Full—Time, Will be waiting to hear from you.
world‘s largest independent Chris— Part—Time, Weekends. Must be 18 Call anytime (601) 343—5102. MS.
tian church serving the gay and les— yrs. old with 2 forms of valid ID. GWM, 38, seeks hispanic or white
bian comunity, is currently seeking Must have experience. Apply at male, age 21 to 30, slim build, good—
a senior pastor. Our congregation 791 North White Station, 1874 East looking for possible relationship. If
has been growing wonderfully in Brooks Road or 2532 North interested, call Doug at 662—343—
this period of transitionand is ready Watkins.
5102.
to welcome a new senior pastor.
GWM,
50, seeking caring and sin—
Personas
The ideal new pastor for this 35 yo white male master of disci— cere GWM, 45—55, for lasting and
theologically conservative church pline ISO naughty submissive slave. loving relationship. Call Brad: 662—
would believe in the inerrancy of I am into bondage, spanking, shav— 223—5882, Mon.—Thurs., 6:00—9:00
Scripture in its original form, the ing, endless sex, toys and more. p.m.
Trinity, the resurrection, and the 18—22ish, smooth—bodied, white HotLocal Singles. Free to Record,
Virgin birth. The pastor would be male, about 140# with boyish looks Browse, Send!! 901—565—0006, Pub
able to reach a congregation with and mannerisms. Skinny a plus. No #640, 18+.
a highly diverse background and diseases. For an absolute spank— l enjoy giving blow jobs to mascu—
preference in worship style. The ing good time, call Mr. Paul: 323— line men, 18—60, any race. I‘m
pastor would ably address the na— 1521.
healthy, 559", 155#, 30s, short black
ture and person of Jesus Christ, Amateur photographer looking for hair, moustache. Jim: 372—4538,
spiritual development and guid— female models between the ages after 6 p.m.
ance, social and contemporary is— of 18—30 to pose nude, semi—nude, I‘mamixed—race Gay female, single,
sues and our daily Christian life. in swimsuit or in casual clothes. independent, mature, romantic, de—
cent, clean, well—groomed, healthy,
f
Meetings at
athletic, non—smoker. (Socially—ac—

parar

can be reached to verify the ad. If
you would like a copy of the is—
sue in which your ad appears,
please send $1.00 to cover post—
age.
Announcements
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!!
TJN
announcements
and
classifieds will not automatically be
re—run. Announcements and
classifieds must be re—submitted
each month, in writing, by the 15th
of the month.
Bep & Breakrast
Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded
acres of privacy in a fun vacation

lt'cyoi‘i haven'tibeen ( lifegrity lately,
you haven‘t been to Integrity. Check us out!
We meet on the third Tuesday of every month.
i
Integrity Memphis
Calvary Episcopal Church
102 N. SecondStreet
puri P213
&v

Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
1488 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104 « (901) 276—7379

NC24.

Buy a Subscription to the
Mid—South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper
For Yourself or for a friend. —

tive—entertainment events, dance/
sports, etc. Wordly—travels, gour—
met cook and classy but down—to—
earth.) | want a feminine, sexy and/
or unique freak with common inter—
Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open
ests, 24 years and older, any race.
Sunday
8:00 pm Discussion
(I prefer oriental—far east, Greek,
Monday
8:00 pm Discussion (Smoke Free)
Indian, Spanish—Latin, P.R.) Ladies!
Tuesday
8:00 pm Twelve Step Study
Winter‘s over. Start having erotic
Wednesday
8:00 pm Big Book Study
fun. Write: Mermaid, P.O. Box
Thursday
9:00 pm Discussion
40112, Memphis, TN 38174—0012.
Saturday
8:00 pm Discussion
Into 3—Ways? Meet by Phone. Try
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker.)
it FREE!
Code 7001.
18+
J/O Buddies. Meet by phone. Try it
Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
FREE! 901—821—9100, Code 7001,
7:00 pm Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
Thursday
~A
+18+._
12 Noon Discussion (Open) _ <_ ©
Sunday
Me==Naughty, submissive, white
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birtlidays’last Thursda
, Discreetand safe.~| am tall,
feminine,highheelsand
stock—
CS Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)~
gs!
Use
myshaved,
smooth
body
=
.. __ 18:00 pm Discussion (Open, Smoke
your enjoyment. Singles. and
ouples welcome. No diseases. Call
~|. Oper Heart (Al—Anon)— _
me:
Bobbie — 353—4391.
—
n)
pe
(O
©Tuesday, >>, 6:00 pms, «Discussion
Single, white male seeks TV/TSs
;Thursday. .. +5:30p
fes .
> = that like to dress up in high heels
y (ﬁ'um'mbﬁtlt, Birthdays tisE:i
(Business meeting 3rd Tuesda
and stockings and like to be in
‘pictures. Write: P.O. Box 613108,
"ACOA (Adult Children of Alcoholies). . <<= ~_
Memphis, TN 38101.
Sunday .
~~6:00 pm Discussion (Open)
White male in his 30s in search of
very
well—endowed,
dark—
*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed for the
complected black male, in his 20s
— promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings with a special
or early 30s for oral fun and possi—
outreach tothe Gay and Lesbian community. Business meetings are on
bly more. Must be disease—free.
the last Wednesday of the month at 6;30 pm.
Circumcised a plus. No fats orfems.
Call Douglas—323—1684.
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